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A. PROBLEM STATEMENT: CAN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS BE USED
TO IMPROVE WAYFINDING PERFORMANCE FOR THE PERSON ON
FOOT IN AN UNFAMILIAR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT?
The ability to use Virtual Environments (VE) as a training aid for improving combat
performance by the individual foot soldier is predicated in great part on the level of fidelity between
the VE and the environment being modeled. Just what that fidelity is, and how best to represent
it, is still unknown. I infer that a significant part of that fidelity involves modeling the actual
environment to the degree that the foot soldier, after having trained in the VE, feels as if he
already knows the place. Knowing the place means in large part, being able to move about in that
space with the same level of confidence which one has when you move through an oft frequented
woodland, park, or forest. This place is known to the extent that even certain trees, rock clusters,
minor trails, or other features are not only recognized on sight by this person but he could take
you to these features by any number of routes without the aid of map, compass, or Geographic
Positioning System (GPS).
Moreover, this person has the sense of well being that comes from knowing where he is
and not fearing becoming lost. Knowing where you are allows you to reduce your dependency on
navigational aids, thereby freeing time and concentration for other tasks. Knowing the
environment as if you have already been there, allows you to rapidly exploit that knowledge for
offensive and defensive actions without the apprehension which often accompanies moving
through an unfamiliar environment never seen before but only roughly imagined by the low level of
detail provided on a typical topographic map. This is one component of situational awareness:
" The most important thing learned from the Task Force XXI advanced warfighting experiment
held at the National Training Center, Fort Irwin, Calif., last month is "that situational awareness is so
powerful." Gen. William W. Hartzog, commander of Training and Doctrine Command.
According to the general, situational awareness consists of three things:
1
.
Knowing where you are.
2. Knowing the location of friendly forces.
3. Knowing the location of the enemy.
"Now, when you know those three things you are given a startling tool on any battlefield
anywhere," he said.
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Unlike the combat vehicle crewman, who by virtue of his vehicle's speed, size, mobility
characteristics, and function, is primarily concerned with representations of those features in a
VE that impact on his vehicle's performance ( manmade and natural features that facilitate or
hinder vehicle movement and opportunities to fire or be fired upon), the foot soldier is concerned
with a higher level of detail not represented by today's simulators. When operating on the mission
objective area, this level of detail goes beyond the simple portrayals of vegetation and manmade
features where a representative item is replicated in a uniform or pseudo random fashion. When
viewed from the foot soldier's perspective, this type of modeling produces the "clean" or sterile VE
which is often at significant variance to the actual terrain and thereby, at best, degrading the VE's
utility or worse creating false knowledge. This type of modeling often omits depressions, minor
roads or trails, clearings, and other conspicuous or important features to the foot soldier.
Modeling these features and landmarks are essential if VEs are to create this level of spatial
familiarity to the foot soldier about to conduct a mission on the modeled terrain.
To the non-military user, knowing what and when to model in a natural environment so
that the user has a heightened sense of familiarity may not only pave the way for a more informed
direct experience, but may permit decisions to be made without first hand experience of the actual
environment if the user has confidence in the integrity of the model. Also by understanding what
features are best modeled and how to present them in a VE meant to represent real space, VE
designers may, in turn, learn how to create more navigable stand alone VEs thereby diminishing
the common phenomena of "lost in cyberspace" (Darken and Sibert, 1996).
Can VEs be used to create the level of familiarity with the natural environment for the
person on foot that up to this point has only been demonstrated for building walk-throughs or
tested for aircraft flyovers? This study addresses that question.
II. BACKGROUND
A. SPACE, PERCEPTION, AND NAVIGATION
Landmark knowledge by itself is little more than a crude representation of the
environment (Wickens, 1992). Navigational ability may reside in route or survey knowledge (see
Glossary for explanation of landmark, route, and survey knowledge). Thorndyke's (1980)
research has suggested that each of the respective knowledges is preferred for certain
geographic tasks. Additionally each may be acquired independently of the other through different
training techniques.
Route knowledge is derived from an egocentric point of view. This type of knowledge is
illustrated by directions such as "right" at the road junction. This command will lead to different
route choices based upon the perspective of the person at that moment, such as whether they are
facing east or west at the time they encounter the road junction. In contrast to this is survey
knowledge where the appropriate reaction upon encountering the same road junction would be to
"take northerly road". In this instance, the needed direction would be taken regardless of which
direction the road junction was approached from.
Thus, Thorndyke has proposed that the possession of route knowledge is best suited for
decisions made from an egocentric frame of reference. This includes pointing out the direction of
a landmark not currently visible or judging the distance that must be traveled between two points
and actually navigating that route. Whereas survey knowledge, which provides a more exocentric
viewpoint, would be good at estimating the relative direction between two different landmarks and
estimating straight line distance as opposed to walking distance between them. Identifying the
absolute location of a landmark on a map is also an instance of demonstrated survey knowledge.
Regarding Thorndyke training, argues that route knowledge is best obtained through
direct navigation of an environment. Comparatively, survey knowledge is best initially obtained by
map study. However, survey knowledge will also eventually be developed from direct navigation.
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) tested this assertion through two groups of subjects on
orienting and distance estimation tasks. One group acquired knowledge of the topography of the
Rand Corporation building through extensive navigation training (route knowledge). The other
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group acquired knowledge by map study (survey knowledge). The results confirmed predictions.
At modest levels of training, the map learning group demonstrated better estimates of Euclidean
distance and object localization than the route knowledge group did.
Additional training of both groups showed an asymmetry of results. Eventually the
navigation trained group surpassed the map trained group in all tasks. The progression from
route to survey knowledge suggests that our internally based egocentric frame of reference slowly
progresses from an inside-out context dependent frame of reference to an outside-in context free
representation (Wickens, 1996).
Wickens also asserts that these results have important training implications. He suggests
that extensive map study may not be very effective in preparing someone to navigate in a strange
environment. He claims that a more effective training procedure would be provided by an inside-
out experience of an environment where "the operator actually navigates through videotapes, or
even views a highly abstracted movie that indicates the twists, turns, and landmarks to be
encountered in navigation".
III. VEs AND WAYFINDING
A. ABSTRACT LEVEL
Studies on the acquisition of spatial knowledge in VEs have been conducted on several
levels. Fundamentally, they have dealt with simple geometric primitives such as cubes and
rectangles confined within limiting walls (Peruch, Vercher, and Gauthier, 1995). Peruch et al have
confirmed that spatial knowledge acquired through active exploration is superior to that of either
dynamic passive or dynamic static exploration.
Their study consisted of a spatial layout of four target cubes hidden from each other by
obstructing inner walls and all of these objects contained within a limiting wall with an entrance
point on each of the four sides of this wall. In the active exploration condition, the participants
freely explored the space, their view smoothly changing in response to their manipulation of a
joystick. Their objective was to locate each of the four target cubes. In the two passive
conditions, the objective was the same but in the case of the dynamic passive condition the
participant had no control over route selection and viewed the smoothly changing scene from a
programmed route designed to show the all four cubes twice the participant by touring the area in
a clockwise and counterclockwise fashion. The programmed tour lasted four minutes. In the
dynamic static condition, the participant viewed a series of static slide-like scenes selected along
a continuous path. These scenes corresponded to one of every 72 frames of an 18 frame per
second smooth changing scene rate. Each static scene was displayed for 4 seconds. All three
exploration conditions were four minutes.
The participants ( nine women and nine men ages 20 to 39) were allowed to practice
working in the simulator in order to relate the motion of the joystick to the changing scene before
the preview. After each group was given a preview of the simulated space (the exploration) under
their respective condition, they were immediately subjected the target location test. The
participant was required to do the target location test; where being placed near the center of the
simulated space, they were directed to use the joystick to select the shortest path to reach a given
target cube. Not one target cube was visible from the start point even if doing a 360 degree
rotation. Eight test trials were performed for each of the experimental conditions. A large display
screen was used that provided the perspective one would have of looking out the front windshield
of a car with no side views.
The results showed that the active exploration condition systematically yielded the highest
number of memorized spatial cues. Participants that acquired the highest spatial knowledge also
had the highest performance score. Dynamic and static passive conditions of exploration yielded
equivalent performance as determined by the same two dependent variables (score and
completion time). This later point has interesting implications as to how two different viewing
conditions, fixed frame and continuous sweeping may lead to an equivalent performance.
B. PROMOTING GEOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE IN SIMULATED AIRCRAFT
NAVIGATION
Traditionally pilots have been trained to prepare for an upcoming flight by drawing and
studying their routes on aeronautical charts. For flights conducted under visual flight rules pilots
use the navigation method known as pilotage, a technique that is involved in nearly all low level
rotorcraft operations (Williams, Hutchinson, & Wickens, 1996). In this method, pilots choose
salient landmarks that will bracket their course.
Previous studies seem to indicate that active mode learning is superior to passive mode.
However, this positive result may diminish as work load increases. Optimal scene detail is also in
question, yet to be accurate, most of the studies involving scene detail have looked at landing,
altitude maintenance, and bombing. Successful navigation is significantly dependent on the
localization as well as positive identification of landmarks. This suggests that higher levels of
scene detail may better support the identification component of the navigation.
In testing the effects of level of detail (LOD) and active vs. passive participation in a
simulated rehearsal flight, active participation was once again demonstrably superior in promoting
the acquisition of spatial knowledge (Williams, Hutchinson, & Wickens, 1996, experiment 1). A
third group studied only a map and achieved of level of performance above the passive but below
the active group. Two of three groups trained in low and high levels of scene detail respectively.
When both groups transferred to a high image fidelity simulation to fly the same route the transfer
results indicated no effect of scene detail on level of performance. However, it must be noted that
all groups in this experiment still had access to their map and thus any influences from the various
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treatments could have been washed out by the fact that all the pilots still were able to refer to their
maps during the test portion.
Survey knowledge was also tested among the three groups. Although the map study
group was able to reconstruct the map to a higher level of detail then the other two groups, and
they did well on the landmark recognition measure, they were no more successful than the other
two groups in returning to the start point. The return to the start point task was given after the
participant had arrived at the final checkpoint. The participant was not told that this would be a
task on the test until arriving at the final checkpoint. Unlike preceding tasks, the participant was
required to complete this final navigation task without reference to the map. The results of this
survey knowledge test suggest that, though the map study group's reconstructed maps were
superior and implied a superior survey knowledge than the other two groups, this ability did not
translate into a capability to apply that knowledge. This result supports the presumed
independence of reconstruction skills and the functional use of this survey knowledge proposed
by Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982).
This experiment was repeated, except that all participants were denied use of the map for
the transfer test flight. The results from this second experiment imitated the first one except that
the active group, with a fixed map orientation, experienced a significant drop in performance.
Also during the rehearsal flight the active group was forced to fly 40% faster in the second
experiment in order to reduce the study time for all groups to 20 minutes. The faster flight
increased the bandwidth requirements for horizontal and vertical control and likely increased the
overall flight control workload.
C. TRAINING DISMOUNTED SOLDIERS IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS:
ROUTE LEARNING AND TRANSFER
The Army Research Institute (ARI) constructed a highly detailed model of an office
building using Multigen and WorldToolKit (Witmer, Bailey, and Knerr, 1995). The building was
rendered using a SGI Crimson Reality Engine and displayed via a Fakespace Lab two color
Boom2 (a high-resolution binocular display at the end of an arm that allows six degrees of
freedom movement and thumb buttons that control forward and backward movement).
The participants were sixty college students who had no previous exposure to the
building. All participants first studied route directions and photographs of landmarks, either with or
without a map, and then were assigned one of three rehearsal groups. The respective groups
were the VE group that rehearsed in the building model, the building rehearsal group that
rehearsed in the actual building, and a symbolic rehearsal group that relied on verbal rehearsal of
the route directions. Having the participants estimate the distance and direction tested route
knowledge to selected landmarks, while survey knowledge was tested by the capability of
participants to exit the building using an unrehearsed route.
The research found that participants who rehearsed in the actual building made the
fewest number of errors followed by the VE group, and then the symbolic group. Each of these
differences was statistically significant. Knowledge accrued about the building layout or
configuration (survey knowledge) was not significantly different among the various rehearsal
conditions and no significant differences were found as from map use. Only a gender effect was
noted with males performing better than females. There were no interactions among the various
conditions.
The results indicate that spatial skills learned in a virtual environment can transfer to real-
world settings if the virtual environment adequately represents important landmarks and stimulus
cues. The VE group, though not performing as well as the building group, did much better than
the symbolic group, even better than those who had previously studied a map.
D. WAYFINDING IN THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT, MAPS, AND
TERRAIN VISUALIZATION
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The psychological aspects of wayfinding in the natural environment have been
researched extensively by psychologist Rachel Kaplan. Included within her studies on the subject
have been an examination on the fear of getting lost and on the building of confidence on the part
of the navigator to mitigate or eliminate that same fear. Developing knowledge about future
needs, learning techniques for dealing with new situations, and confidence in problem solving
developed as a consequence of prior successful problem solving; all of these depend upon the
adequacy of an individual's internal model of the environment, and this in turn depends upon
experience (Kaplan, 1 976).
The "future" environment must be modeled so that it facilitates envisioning it. Merely
describing it makes it difficult for a number of people to arrive at the same spatial relationships
and physical characteristics among objects. The scene needs to be taken in one sweep where
the spatial characteristics are immediately comprehended in a uniform way by all who view them.
This suggests that the best way to represent an environment is through a model or simulation.
Though models are abstractions, they need not loose coherency because of a lack of detail.
Object constancy is important in this sense so that houses are recognized as houses and so on.
Kaplan's study showed, among other things, that participant's required to draw a map of a
natural environment after a brief walk through of that environment came up with radically different
maps for depicting what they had seen in spite of the fact that they all had walked the same route.
The majority of maps were linear (route maps) showing a sequence of landmarks connected by a
line (the path walked). Two maps were pictorial, showing key features in elevation and obscuring
geographical relationships, while two other maps were regional, showing areas defined by types of
flora and topographic elevation. Kaplan concluded from this that the maps indicate that there is
much more in a person's mind than what any single map conveys.
A later study by Kaplan involving 85 seventh graders indicated that prior experience (via
abstract non-contour based maps) did make a difference in terms of reactions to the experience
in the natural setting. Of more compelling interest was the conclusion that prior cognitive
structuring of an unfamiliar outdoor setting must be done well or not done at all. The conclusion
was drawn from the result that participants who had information that they knew to be irrelevant
about the environment that they were about to enter had no difficulty ignoring it whereas another
group which had been given relevant but misleading information experienced cognitive incongruity
which detracted from their experience in the natural environment (their confidence about their
knowledge of that environment).
A final study by Kaplan used contour maps and aerial photographs. The results of this
study showed that the group who oriented themselves to the natural environment experience
beforehand using an aerial photograph were more favorable to the experience and enthusiastic
about the thought of future trips to the park than the contour map based group. In contrast to the
contour map based group which had greater confidence in their wayfinding ability. Possible
explanations could be the quick sense of space that the photograph provides to a participant base
(106 seventh graders) not thoroughly schooled in contour map reading. The contour map group
had received some instruction in reading contour maps prior to their use of a contour map during
the test. Of particular note was the fact that the contour map based group had a higher degree of
confidence in their wayfinding ability independent of their attitude regarding the experience. This
implies that confidence and comfort in the natural environment contain a variety of informational
inputs (Kaplan 1976).
On the basis of these studies Kaplan concluded that their is a need for a map that
provides a more intuitive sense of height and depth than the contour map. The use of a "game"
format to encourage active participation on the part of participants as opposed to passive learning
was very well received on the part of participants. The fear of getting lost in the natural
environment is not merely a function of a lack of prior experience with that particular environment,
but of a lack of cognitive structure for such settings as a whole, or in other words the lack of a
"sense of place". Concerning what is important to represent to the navigator on a map of a natural
environment Kaplan is less sure. The only things that seem to stand out in the natural
environment to her are the non-natural features of that environment. Of secondary importance
are the characteristics of regions such as a forest, clearing, or tall grasses. Thus the problem of
identifying landmarks in the natural environment becomes one of identifying unique features
against background. Kaplan concludes that confident wayfinding and orientation in a natural
environment can be enhanced, at least to a limited degree, by prior exposure to relevant
information. Additionally, a critical component of this wayfinding skill will be the ability to identify
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what is "distinctive" after one has become sufficiently well acquainted with the setting to know
what is distinctive. The importance of a sense of place and the preference for the familiar may
relate to the ability to be comfortable with an environment so that distinctive elements can be
differentiated (Kaplan, 1976).
Research on map reading and terrain visualization done by the Army Research Institute
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (Simutis and Barsam, 1983) has shown that their can be
considerable individual differences when it come to map reading abilities. The ability to visualize
three-dimensional terrain from a two-dimensional contour line representation represents the most
complex skill required of a map reader. At the time of this study three solutions were proposed to
help overcome the individual differences in map reading and terrain visualization skills
demonstrated by soldiers:
1. Redesign the maps
2. Improve techniques to train map reading skills
3. Select individual with map reading abilities for this task
Redesigning of maps in accordance with user preference surveys has had little
usefulness in facilitating better user performance with these maps (Wheaton, Zavala, & Van Cott,
1967). Different methods of portraying relief on a map have provided similar results in that
performance gains in one area (time to extract relief data) were offset by performance losses in
another area (terrain visualization). Only greater map reading experience positively correlated
with increased map reading performance.
Research on individual map reading differences have confirmed that differences in spatial
skill abilities exist. However, map readers will likely never be selected solely on their ability to
read a map as many other skills are important in the performance of a military specialty.
Consequently any improvements in map reading performance will have to come as a result of
improvements in map reading training.
As with many other skills, trainers believe that the best way to improve terrain visualization
performance is through experience. Thus techniques that broaden terrain visualization
experience in short period of time are important to the Army. An experiment was conducted
which studied the performance advantages among a three dimensional terrain board,
stereoscopic slides, and two dimensional slides. Eight different groups were formed around
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combinations of the previously mentioned training aids. The group that trained with a combination
of three-dimensional terrain boards and two dimensional slides performed the best in terrain
visualization.
Under the same study, Army researchers experimented with computer graphics as a
means of training terrain visualization. A low resolution computer graphics application was used
where the participant could place himself on a specific site within the map and then could rotate
an arrow from to 360 degrees to indicate the direction of view. Once the site was selected the
participant could then view the terrain as if they were standing on the chosen site and looking in
the chosen direction. The terrain could be plotted on the screen in two or three dimensions. No
mention is made in the study as to the portrayal of map features other than relief. From figures
included in the study it would seem that only relief was modeled and all other types of features,
both manmade and natural were not part of the terrain modeling.
Participants were classified as to spatial ability through three subtest scores from the kit
of Factors Referenced Cognitive Tests. Participants were classified as having either above,
average, or below average spatial ability. These three groups were then further divided between
two test conditions: interactive and non-interactive.
The tests indicated that for participants of above average spatial ability interactive
graphics training was more effective than non-interactive training. There was no effect of training
condition for participants of average or below average spatial ability (Simutis and Barsam, 1983).
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E. ORIENTEERING
By virtue of the added detail in an orienteering map, which makes it a more suitable
template for deriving a high fidelity VE than any other topographic map, and the presence of two
orienteering clubs in the area, I decided to use orienteering as the basis for my experiment on
wayfinding in the natural environment and VEs. Orienteering provided me with a detailed
conceptual framework for map and corresponding VE construction, a method for evaluating the
effectiveness of navigating an orienteering course (Lowry and Sidney, 1989), and a pool of skilled
map readers with which to draw upon for participants. This last point has significance since from
a logistics relevancy, the research is within a military applications context and I restricted
participation to only those individuals who were familiar with map and compass use. Prior
exposure to sport orienteering was required. Finally, since orienteering has a history as an
organized sport reaching back over 100 years in Sweden, it also has a correspondingly extensive
taxonomy, methods for training, and most importantly within the context of this study, a system for
identifying and classifying common navigation errors.
Orienteering is a sport where participants use specialized maps, clue sheet, and a
compass to locate orange and white three side flags known as "controls" (see Figure 1) in a race
against the clock. It is wayfinding in the natural environment with a competitive angle. Courses
vary in difficulty and are rated with color codes to reflect their relative difficulty to each other. The
easiest course (white) normally contains from seven to twelve controls set alongside roads and/or






Figure 1. One Side of Three Sided Orienteering Control Marker
Like all courses, regardless of difficulty level, these controls must be found in sequence.
Upon finding a control marker, the participant will take out his scorecard and "punch" their card
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with the punch that hangs from the control. The punch is approximately the size of a small pocket
paper stapler and contains a letter or symbol pattern in small spikes which when applied to the
scorecard, perforates it leaving a hole pattern in the scorecard that matches the punch's pattern.
This verifies to the scoring official back at the finish that this participant did indeed find a given
control. Participants must find all the controls on their course in order to be considered as
finishing. At that point, all finishing competitor's times for a given course are compared and
sorted, with the fastest time winning, etc.
The orienteering map is a highly detailed specialized map reflecting the orienteering
participants need to know fine details about the environment which in they are competing. These
details include but are not limited to all roads, trails, and classifications of vegetation based upon a
competitor's ability to run through it. Other features as small as isolated boulders, individual trees,
fences, and other features not normally represented on a USGS topographic map, are often part
of an orienteering map. The idea being, if the map contains such detail, then the orienteering
course designer can use that detail in the creation of a course. Orienteering maps are normally
produced at a scale of 1 : 15,000 or 1 : 10,000 whereas most USGS and military maps start at
scales of 1 :24,000/1 :25,000 and go up. So not only do the purposes of orienteering and normal
topographic maps differ, but their respective scales denote corresponding levels of detail. More
information on orienteering map specifications can be found in International Specifications for
Orienteering Maps in Appendix A.
The clue sheet is the one other aid that the competitor uses to pinpoint the location of the
control. It is normally a small sheet of paper which contains orienteering symbols (and
corresponding textual explanations for beginners) as to the precise location of the control within
the circle drawn on the map. It will include a description of the feature the control is placed on,
such as hilltop, fence corner, or individual tree. It will also state on what side of this feature the
control is located, such as on the north side of a tree, or southwestern corner of a building. The
intention here is to provide all the information necessary to the competitor so that a deliberate
course can be set for the control, as opposed to luck being the deciding factor influencing the
finding of the control as the competitor enters the marked circle. See Figure 2 for the clue sheet
used in this study.
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Course Orange Length 2070 meters Climb 11 m
Start
Building Northwest side
Pit Shallow Size lxl m
Small depression Shallow Size 3x3 m
Single tree Deciduous Height 4 m Northwest side
Ruin Size 3x7 m On top
Dry ditch Ruined East end
Clearing
Clearing Northeast edge
Figure 2. Clue Sheet Used in this Study
Finally my role as cofounder and president of the Monterey Bay Orienteering Club
(MBOC) placed me in the position where I gained first hand experience in orienteering map
making and course setting. It further gave me the opportunity to recruit participants for the
experiment from the MBOC membership. Pivotal to my role as cofounder and president was the
acquisition of digital mapping data for Ft. Ord which was produced in 1993 in conjunction with its
closing. This data, produced at 100ft and 300ft per elevation data point, was crucial in providing
the necessary high fidelity input for producing an orienteering map and the VE that would later be
derived from it.
F. GIS AND RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF VEs
The rapid development of VEs from existing Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
databases is key to VEs becoming viable training mediums for the military or those wishing a high
fidelity computer representation terrain found in the physical world. Rapid development of a model
should stem from taking existing GIS data, I assume the GIS data is over 90% accurate and at
the scale needed by the VE builder, with 96 hours or less spent converting, inputting, and refining
the raw GIS data into the final VE. High fidelity means the ability to model features as small as a
pit 1 meter deep by 1 meter in diameter, and to be able to place that pit in its appropriate
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location within the VE.
This state presumes that there are VE file formats, modeling tools, and when necessary
conversion utilities for GIS data that taken together give the VE builder the necessary tools to
methodically create the VE without having to resort to rewriting code within a modeling tool, or
developing custom import or export filters for porting the GIS data to the VE modeler. And of
course all data that is ported to the VE maintains its GIS spatial integrity.
Though several vendors claim that their products are capable of meeting some of the
above criteria, my experience over the course of 3 months proved that most of those claims were
without merit. What follows is a brief synopsis of my attempts to port the Ft. Ord GIS data into a
VE and why I eventually had to settle for an unorthodox solution to the problem.
The implication is that anyone desiring to create a VE rapidly must depend upon base
topographic data to already exist as conventional aerial or satellite survey can be both costly and
untimely. Thus, using existing GIS data from the most popular GIS formats is the most efficient
first step in creating a high fidelity VE of an actual piece of terrain.
The data produced as a result of the 1993 Ft. Ord closure was done in both AutoCAD r12,
ESRI's ArclNFO coverage and ArcView shapefile formats. Since ArcView represented the most
cost effective solution for creating maps for the MBOC, it was this application that became the
software of choice for producing orienteering maps. With the exception of the USGS's DEM
format and the DOD's DTED format, the GIS file formats represented by AutoCAD, ArclNFO, and
ArcView constitute the most prevalent GIS data formats is use today. Many state and local
government agencies, as well as private civil engineering firms use at least one of these
applications for GIS. These applications also enjoy widespread use outside of the United States
as well.
Recent developments in VRML 2.0 and the announcement by Intel on August 25
of several new motherboards featuring Advanced Graphics Port technology for the Pentium II
processor promise to move sophisticated graphics development from the realm of the high priced
SGI workstation to the modestly priced PC. Additionally, a conversion filter for DEM (USGS
elevation data) to VRML 2.0 and ESRI's pending release of a plugin for ArcView that can export
shapefiles into VRML 2.0 as well as create 3D models directly from the same shapefiles, also
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bodes well for the widespread distribution of terrain modeling tools and their subsequent support




To determine if prior exposure to a high fidelity non-immersive VE improves navigation in
the natural environment I had to first define what constituted good navigation. At this point land
navigation for the dismounted soldier is still a function of training, experience, and the reliance on
tools such as map, compass, and recently Global Positioning Devices (GPS). In a perfect
scenario, there wouldn't be a need to rely on these tools to assist you in going from point to point.
Obviously, this situation is only applicable to navigation over ground that you are already very
familiar with.
This represents the ideal, though it is difficult to achieve in real terms when the section of
terrain in question is large and/or complex, thus posing a significant memorization problem. Also,
how much time is available to familiarize (to physically walk the ground) has a direct influence on
one's ability to assimilate the features of the terrain and create route or survey knowledge.
However, for the purposes of testing training transfer from a VE, this concept of navigation without
reference to map or compass, while simultaneously maintaining a disciplined route from point to
point to preclude chance from factoring into discovering a point, is just the approach I decided
upon. The argument is restated as a premise:
Familiarity with an environment produces fewer navigational errors than
unfamiliarity (in this context deviation from a self prescribed route) and familiarity with an
environment leads to less dependency on aids such as map and compass. This is
evidenced by fewer references to both.
Orienteering through its specialized maps and requirement for fine navigation skills, is a
good medium for testing natural environment familiarity through a navigation problem. A
sequential progression from point to point, as done on an orienteering course, facilitates the
creation and testing of route knowledge. An orienteering map, produced at a very small scale
would allow almost direct extrapolation of the map to the VE. The map would act as a feature
template upon which the VE can be built. Not only does this simplify construction of the VE by
having it follow construction of the map, but it would also insure feature congruence between the
two abstractions of the environment. Finally, the map would serve as an audit trail by providing
the medium upon which the participant can plan his route and later have that same participant's
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actual route overlaid on the same map.
Not all natural environments are equally suited for an experiment involving route planning
and memorization. The same could be said for survey knowledge within the natural environment.
Environments which lack landmarks, where the flora and topography is generally uniform,
presents a formidable navigation obstacle without use of map and compass. Such environments
are best navigated through a method known as "dead reckoning". Here the navigator determines
his initial location, plots a magnetic bearing to his destination, and then walks that bearing while
logging distance traveled by means of a pace count (the method for determining distance walked
by pacing off 100 meters, remembering that count, and adding 100 meters to your distance
walked at every interval you walk that pace) . This method requires continual reference to the
compass and diligent pace counting. It is also the principle mean of navigating at night when
landmarks are concealed by darkness.
Ft. Ord's former training area is dominated by three types of habitat. Perennial
grasslands cover about one third of the former training area and are characterized by knee high
grasses and in some places widely scattered oak trees. These areas have excellent visibility and
pose no real traversing problem. The second type of habitat is the oak forest. A woodland
dominated by Inland or Coast Live Oak which vary in height from 25 to 45 ft. The former tree will
often have canopies that reach all the way to the ground. This woodland varies in density and
amount of undergrowth with some areas easily traversed, while others may be quite thick or
contain large quantities of poison oak where traversal becomes more difficult. The final habitat is
maritime chaparral. Chaparral by its abrasive qualities and tendency to grow in dense uniform
thickets is a considerable obstacle to the walker. Even on the edge of chaparral communities
where the plants break up their otherwise unbroken thickets, chaparral is best walked around as
opposed to attempting to fight your way through it. As a consequence of its use as an active duty
Army installation for much of this century all of the former training area is a lattice work of paths,
jeep trails, and minor roads. Finally, there are some small wood buildings, concrete tent pads or
foundations to ruined buildings, and power lines in the former training area.
Thus, much of Ft. Ord is ideally suited for this test. A mixture of meadow, traversable
woodland, impassable thickets, occasional building, and latticework of trails allows for the creation
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of a course rich in landmarks, but also posing many opportunities for parallel error to the
navigator. Since many of the participants for the experiment are drawn from the MBOC and its
San Francisco based predecessor, the Bay Area Orienteering Club (BAOC), an was selected
which had not been used previously for an orienteering event. This precluded participants from
having a significant prior exposure to the course area and thereby skewing the results of the
study. Additionally the area chosen should not be either too hilly (turning the navigation problem
into an athletic test) nor flat (avoiding the featureless landscape referred to above). It also has to





A. TREATMENTS AND ABILITY CLASSIFICATION
Three groups comprise the treatments within the study. As a benchmark against which all
performance is compared, one group would get to walk the actual course immediately prior to
being tested on that course. During the training phase this "Real World" (RW) group would have
unlimited access to map and compass as they walk the actual course locating each control and
marking on their map the route they intend to follow during the immediately following test phase
where they don't have access to map and compass without penalty. It was expected that this
group would perform the best as they would experience the test environment in first person as
opposed to an abstraction.
The second group, the Control Group (CG), previews the map only. This represents the
existing method of planning and terrain visualization. A participant in the CG has to plot his route
based only on map study. Like the other two groups (RW and VE), the plotted route is on the
same map that the participant would later be able to refer to (under penalty) during the test phase.
Finally, the VE group would preview the course via a non-immersive VE and map. The
map was still necessary from the standpoint of plotting the participant's route through the course.
Also, the VE as constructed did not have an audit capability with which to either track the
participants movements through it, or record a path at the participant's discretion.
15 participants volunteered for the study, all were males between the ages of 28 and 68.
Participant's ability was assessed through a questionnaire on previous orienteering experience
(see Appendix B) and they were then evenly divided among the three treatment groups. The






All advanced participants were from the BAOC and were actively competing in
orienteering events at the rate of one or more events per month. Additionally, advanced
participants had competed in more than 24 orienteering or military land navigation exercises in
their lifetime. This frequency of recent competition, over 24 events participated in to date, and a
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self assessed advanced ability level led to a participant being classified as advanced.
Intermediates may not have participated in any more navigation events in their lives then
beginners, but assessed themselves as intermediates based upon question three. The
significance of this needs to be clear. By stating that they (intermediates) navigate in a more
aggressive fashion (see Appendix B, question 3, answer b) it denotes a level of experience, and
therefore confidence, not shared with beginners who still navigate by the safest route possible
(see Appendix B, question 3, answer a). Participants who self assessed themselves as advanced
but lacked the previously noted competitive history and frequency level of advanced participants
were classified as intermediates.
Beginners had participated in fewer than 12 orienteering or military land navigation
exercises in their lives. Beginners also self assessed themselves as beginners based on question
three. The correlation between fewer then 12 events over a lifetime, and a self assessed
beginner's ability level, led to a participant being classified as a beginner.
B. COURSE AREA AND MAP
An area immediately to the southwest of the junction of Gigling and Watkin's Gate road
was selected for the course. The selected area was bounded by Gigling Road on its north, and
dirt roads on its remaining three sides. It comprised an area of approximately 1200 x 700 meters
in size of gently rolling forest, meadow, and thicket. Several buildings, to include ruins and
concrete foundations, and two sets of single wire power lines added to the feature list. The area
was crisscrossed with an extensive path and jeep trail network. See course map in Appendix C,
and an explanation of the map's legend in Appendix D.
An initial survey was conducted to determine the area's suitability to task based upon
natural and manmade feature distribution. When the area was considered adequate, an
orienteering course was laid out. The map of this area was produced after approximately 25 hours
of survey and 25 hours of computer work. A digital aerial photograph (created 1993) produced at
the one meter per pixel level was used as the template for the survey and subsequent computer
map production (see Appendix E).
IOF Map conventions were followed most the time, the exceptions being telephone
poles/wire, and concrete pads both of which were symbolized in ways not covered by the IOF map
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handbook. This was necessary because the symbol palette in ArcView does not contain full
support for all IOF map symbols. The map was produced at a scale of 1:5,000. This very small
scale was chosen to make it easy for participants to accurately trace their planned route through
the course. A larger more conventional scale of 1 :1 5,000 would have made such fine route
tracing impractical. Also, the smaller scale allowed the portrayal of small breaks in the vegetation
(2 meters or less in width) which would be significant to the participant trying to thread his way
between thickets of fight. The 1 :5,000 map scale was the appropriate scale for direct translation
to the VE.
C. THE COURSE
The course decided upon was the technical equivalent of an orange course (intermediate
skill range in sport orienteering). The orange course meant that the controls were located off of
paths and roads. Controls were placed so that catching features were at times be along the route
to, or at least in the immediate vicinity of, a control.
Control placement would provide route choice to the participant. This meant that the
participant normally perceived at least two principle routes to a given control from his current
location (normally the preceding control). Route choice was strictly up to the participant. The
participant was informed prior to beginning his training that there was no bonus for choosing a
more aggressive route. Rather he chose a route that he was able to stay on without deviation.
Choices between an indirect yet conservative route where the prospect of route deviation was
minimized, and an ambitious more direct route which normally meant primarily cross country
without benefit or roads or trails with which to guide the navigator (handrail) was available at each
control. An analysis of each control and the probable routes to them can be found in Appendix F.
I decided to place nine controls on the course for several reasons. One was to provide a
large enough number of controls so that early errors on the first two or three controls would not
dominate the overall results of a course run. Experienced and inexperienced navigators alike will
affirm the importance of being right while searching for the first few controls. Finding the first few
control in accordance with expectations has the effect of building confidence in the navigators
analysis and execution of the navigation problem. Conversely, early errors that lead to not finding
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the first or second control can severely shake the navigators confidence, leading to self doubt,
and further errors in judgment.
Also, by having nine controls I had the opportunity to vary the difficulty level of a given
control so that there was a balance of fairly easy confidence builders and difficult parallel error
laden controls. Nine controls were the approximate number I could fit into the course area without
resorting to undesirable backtracking where the participant would be crossing a piece of ground
already seen when searching for a previous control. And finally nine controls laid out to comprise
a cumulative course distance of under 3,000 meters was a course capable of being completed
without running in less than an hour.
D. THE VE
Jack Nicklaus Golf 4.0's Course Designer was the software used to create and later
preview the course. Some of the limitations inherent with the Course Designer was the "hole"
convention. This limited modeling of the environment to 640 x 215 yard views, or what would
normally be considered the maximum length and width of a golf course hole. Within the context
of the course area previously described this limitation was not significant. Due to the topography
and vegetation, a participant would never have an unrestricted field of view stretching out more
than 150 meters. Careful alignment of these holes within the constraints imposed by the terrain,
control placement, and the likely routes taken by participants meant that the most likely
approaches into a control could be previewed from within the confines of one 640 x 215 yard
"hole".
Another constraint on the model's construction was the fact that the program was never
designed with GIS data import capability. Though the program had been used to model many
actual golf courses, these models were constructed strictly with the eye of the modeler as the
measuring tool for ensuring spatial fidelity. By moving the tees around, in the "under construction
hole", one could come to some rough measurements as to horizontal distance. Vertical distance
or elevation is similarly approximated by alternately raising and lowering a section of ground and
then placing an object of known height such as a tree of building next to the modified ground in
order to determine it height or depth. This resulted in a very tedious and time consuming approach
to model construction.
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As previously indicated the map was created prior to the VE. So the map acted as a
template for VE construction. This was particularly important in defining boundaries, especially
those separating rough open ground from forest or other conspicuous demarcation between two
very different map features. Spatial fidelity was created by first bringing up a view within ArcView
at a scale that would closely match the size of the hole in JNG as it appeared on the screen. A
transparent overlay was printed out from ArcView that contained contour lines, vegetation
distribution, road and trail network, and other manmade objects. This overlay was spatially
accurate. The overlay was then taped onto the screen and the hole from JNG would then be
positioned so that the boundaries of the hole lined up with the boundaries of the overlay. Then
contour lines, vegetation, and other objects were all traced and filled in on the hole underneath the
template. The total time spent to construct a hole was between 20 and 30 hours. This variance
was due primarily to the amount of elevation that had to be modeled on a particular hole. The
more relief that had to be created the greater the amount of time spent, as rendering elevation
changes with the modeler was an extremely slow process.
The application of vegetation was a mixed blessing. The Course designer contained a
rich palette of trees and bushes, which though they did not match the Ft. Ord flora exactly,
provided an adequate facsimile of Ord's vegetation. Although, all flora had to be placed into the
hole on a plant by plant basis, there was no defining an area with a given plant type and then
allowing the computer to randomly or uniformly distribute the plants over that area. The resulting
method involved hundreds of mouse clicks as trees and bushes had to be individually placed into
the environment.
The Hawthorne Tree from the Course Designer palette closely approximated the look of a
Live Oak. This became the tree of choice for woodland representation within the VE. I attempted
to replicate the height of tree groves in the test area to reflect the differing characteristics of tree
groves throughout the course. Oak trees on more exposed ground have a tendency to be shorter
(25 ft) with canopies that stretch all the way to the ground. On the other hand, their counterparts
on ground sheltered from the prevailing west wind, may grow to a height of 45 ft with lower limbs
well above the forest floor allowing for running through them.
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Other minor flora, such as undergrowth, young bush-like oak trees, and chaparral were
simulated with objects from the shrub palette. Density levels of vegetation were approximated so
that they appeared to correlate with the vegetation classifications on the map, which again, were
meant to portray a participants ability to run through a given section of vegetation, and not his
ability to see through it.
Road and trail application was easier. A simple tracing of the outline and its selection as
"rough", "topsoil", "sand", or "cart path", and the path was given its appropriate representation in
the VE. Buildings were restricted to one type modeled in the course designer, a latrine, which
could be varied in size. Telephone wire poles were approximated by enlarged saguaro cacti. Wire
was not capable of being strung between these cacti, but this was not a detraction from
participants correlating the cacti with poles on the map and considering the cacti as poles. All
objects in this environment were billboards and not true 3D. That is, they had the same
appearance regardless of direction they were approached from. Plates provided to the VE
participants (during their training phase) with representative correlation's between the actual and
virtual environments can be found in Appendix G.
E. DATA CAPTURE
Capture of the participant's planned route was easily accomplished by providing each
participant with their own laminated map upon which they directly drew on their chosen route
through the course. During the Inbrief, the participant was given an outline of his objectives (see
Appendix H) and the parameters which he would have to adhere to in marking his map and doing
the course (see Appendix I). RW Group participants drew on their planned route as they walked
the actual course during their training phase. The CG and VE Groups drew their planned routes
onto the map while they respectively planned with map and mapA/E.
Data capture of the participant's actual track through the course was accomplished by
three means. The principle capture system was a backpack worn by the participant that
contained a DGPS with 5 meter positional accuracy coupled with an Apple Message Pad 130 (see
Figure 3). The 130 served as a capture platform for the transmitted DGPS coordinates. The 130
was programmed to accept a coordinate when 5 meters or more away from the previously plotted
coordinate. This kept the output clean by eliminating redundant positional plots from the
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participant not moving. For this study it was not of much concern with how long a participant
stood in one sport, but rather the path they took from one point to another. DGPS coordinates
were transmitted to the 130 every two seconds, insuring that there was going be a plot every five
meters. The 130 also served as a recording platform for a participant's map and/or compass
checks. Participants were told that each request to look at the map and/or compass during the
test phase would restrict them to discrete 30 second chunks. This did not mean that participants
could only see the map and/or compass for 30 seconds before it was taken away from them,
rather for every interval of 30 seconds that the participant had the requested object in his hand, an
entry was made into the 130 correlating a DGPS reading with the possession of said object.
Figure 3. DGPS Backpack and Message Pad 130
The second means of data capture during the testing phase was with the HelmetCAM.
The HelmetCAM was a Hi8 camcorder bolted to the top of a standard US Army Kevlar Helmet. A
parachutists shock pad served as a vibration dampener between the helmet and the camcorder.
A sighting apparatus was fashioned to the camera so that the boundaries of the camcorders view
field could be determined by the camera operator who was not be able to look through the
cameras viewfinder. The camera was sighted to capture the participant while the camera
operator stood at a distance of about 2 meters from the participant. The focus level was set on
infinity to be able to capture distance and panorama shots. The principle purpose of the
HelmetCAM was to record instances of map/compass check thereby validating the 130 entries,
and to provide data for behavioral analysis, see figure 4.
The final means of data capture was by manually recording route traveled and instances
of map/compass check on the participants map in the event of DGPS failure. My intimate
knowledge of the test area, due to my direct experience in creating the orienteering map for the
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area, would allow me to reliably record the participants route manually within most of the test area





Participants from all three groups were directed to meet at my office at NPS. Participants
had been advised that they would be doing the equivalent of an orange level orienteering course
and that they should dress appropriately. It was further specified that the course length would be
under three kilometers, and that provided that they made few mistakes, running would not be
necessary to complete the course. Participants were not informed as to the location of the course
until their Inbrief, which immediately preceded the training and testing phases of the experiment.
Soon after arriving, participants were verbally informed as to the task that lay before them
and the constraints they would operate under in the performance of that task. They were also
informed as to what treatment they would be part of. They were provided the same information in
writing via the Participant Task List (see Appendix H), Important Information on Marking Your
Map (see Appendix I), and About the Orienteering Map (see Appendix D). Participants also filled
out the Orienteering Ability Questionnaire (see Appendix B), again in order to have a written copy
for archival. Participants had previously filled out an email version of the same questionnaire
which had allowed me to classify them into ability and treatment groups (while ensuring
proportional representation of ability within each treatment, participant's orienteering ability was
assessed and they were randomly assigned a treatment group prior to the beginning of the
experiment). Participants also filled out a consent form (see Appendix J) prior to the beginning of
the experiment.
Once these formalities were accomplished, participants began the task appropriate for
their treatment. In addition to the map, which was common to all three treatments, a clue sheet
was given to all participants (see Figure 2). Participants were informed as to the function of the
clue sheet (if they did not already understand it) and told that unlike the map and compass, they
would be allowed to keep the clue sheet for the duration of the experiment. In addition to its
normal function within orienteering, the clue sheet in this context would serve as a reminder as to
the type of feature located at each control. The exception to this was control three which had no
clue and would be the focus of a test of survey knowledge.
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The CG participants were placed in a room where they could not be interrupted and given
one hour to plan their route through the course, mark it on the map, and commit it to memory. At
the end of the hour, or earlier if a participant decided he needed less time, the map and compass
was taken away from the participant and he was immediately driven out to the course area.
VE participants were given the same map with similar instructions. However, they were to
plan their route with the aid of the VE. Prior to being given the map and official time started, VE
participants were allowed to familiarize themselves with the navigation techniques and convention
of the VE by practicing them on one of the golf courses which came with JNG. This allowed them
to become familiar with the mechanics of movement through the VE and thereby reduce the
added workload inherent in using this additional tool. At the end of the hour, the map and
compass were taken from the participant and he was immediately driven out to the course area.
After the initial Inbrief and formalities, a RW participant was immediately driven out to the
course area. As with all participants, he was blindfolded for the final drive into the course area to
preclude him from surveying a portion of the course prior to beginning official time. Once at the
start point for the course the RW participant was given the DGPS to wear (to allow for a
comparison between routes taken on training and testing phases) and given one hour to preview
the course. The participant was escorted for the duration of the preview. In the event time expired
while the participant was still out in the course area, he was then escorted out of the course area
via a route that would not assist him in gathering anymore helpful information about the course,
and taken back to the start point. During this training phase, the RW participant was also
expected to have marked his planned route on the map.
At this point, the treatment for all three groups is identical with the exception of the debrief
questionnaire, which was more extensive for the VE group. For the testing phase, a participant
would wear the DGPS and position himself at the start point. Prior to beginning the course all
participants were tested on survey knowledge by asking them to imagine they were standing at
control three and to shoot azimuths to the finish, control six, and control eight. These answers
were recorded on the back of their map. Once this task was complete, the map and compass
were given to the participant, they were told they were at the start point for the course, and they
were allowed one minute orientation period. It was expected that during this time they would orient
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the map and confirm their location at the marked start, as well as get a little time to reconcile the
map with his surroundings.
Once the minute was over, the map and compass were taken back from the participant
and he was asked if he had any questions. There were no questions asked. The HelmetCAM
was turned on, the DGPS activated, and official time was begun. A small chime emanated from
the 130 every time a data point was logged. This feedback helped to determine if the DGPS was
working. If it failed, official time was suspended followed by an attempt to re-establish its
reception, and if failing that, manually recording the participant's route through the course became
necessary.
Verbal interaction with the participant was minimal. When he arrived at a control he
would be informed what control number it was. If he strayed outside of the boundaries of the
course he was informed that he was out of bounds. He was also given periodic time hacks
informing him how much time he had remaining in the hour.
Participants progressed from control to control in sequence. On a few occasions
participants accidentally found a control out of sequence. They were reminded that finding this
control out of sequence did not count and that they would have to return to this same control in the
proper sequence later in the course. Instances of map and/or compass checks were logged into
the 130 where they occurred.
The test phase concluded when the participant found the "finish control" or the allotted
hour expired. At that point, a direct route was taken back to the start point and we immediately
returned to NPS for debrief. Commute time to and from NPS was approximately 1 minutes each
way.
While the data was downloaded trom the 130, the participant filled out a debrief
questionnaire (see Appendix K). VE participants filled out an additional questionnaire (see
Appendix L). Once the DGPS data had been overlaid on the aerial photo within the computer,
the participant was debriefed on their course run. Unless the participant did something unusual,
the focus of the debrief was on deviations from planned route and frequency and location of map
and/or compass checks. The entire debrief was recorded on a micro cassette. A complete list of
the equipment used in this study can be found in Appendix M.
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B. MEASURING WIDELY VARYING PERFORMANCE
As previously alluded to, performance measurement would be a function of three items.
In order for a participant to be awarded a perfect result, he would have to perform to the following
standards during the test phase:
1
.
Find all nine controls in sequence within one hour or less.
2. Stay on his marked route within the route tolerances outlined in the Inbrief
3. Perform items one and two without need of map or compass.
With this as the benchmark for perfect performance, measuring that performance was
accomplished by direct observation and through using the tools previously described in the
Implementation Chapter. However, it became apparent that in the case of a participant not
finishing the course, a numerical penalty proportional to what the participant did not succeed in
finding, and taking into consideration the relative performance of other participants, would have to
be developed. Otherwise much statistical comparison across the duration of the course was not
possible.
In developing the penalty scheme, it was decided to insure that the penalties that a
participant received for failing to find a control(s) by running out of time (I called this a default
error) was not in excess of those penalties that the participant had acquired while actively looking
for controls while still within the allotted hour (I called these active errors). This scheme was
meant to be on the conservative side, by not speculating that the participant would do much worse
than the average of the worst performing treatment group for that control on which he would be
awarded default error. On the other hand, the failure to find a control could not be ignored, and
the penalty should be at least in part, quantifiable by what the participant had planned to do but
failed to accomplish. With this in mind, the following scheme was developed with default errors to
account for when a participant had failed to finish the course for lack of time:
Control on which the participant was on, but failed to find before
time expired
a) Default Map and Map/Compass Checks
1
.
Use only those map and map/compass checks that the participant
actually made.
2. Do not assign any more to the participant as a consequence of their
default.
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The rationale here was that it is difficult to speculate on when and where a
participant will ask to see the map and/or compass. This fact, in conjunction with the possibility
that the participant could well be on their route and know exactly where they are going (the errors
that put them in this predicament are from previous controls), makes assigning additional map
and compass check penalties harsher then what is needed to at least put this participants
performance on this control into relation with other participants (this is accomplished with the
distance off route measure).
On the other hand, the participant could see time expire while still looking for this
control which they have committed the bulk of their map and compass checks errors on (they are
lost). In this situation additional penalty map and compass checks will not be needed for
statistical impact, as the participant has likely already done that actively.
b) Default Distance Off Route
When time expired, the participant was either on or off their planned route. In the
former case the Default Distance Off Route penalty will be simply measuring the rest of their
planned route into the control which they did not actually walk and assigning that as their distance
off route. In the later case, the participant is already off their route. Depending on whether that
person was on road or off road when time expired dictated the path that was drawn to link their
ending location with their original planned route. Normally, this was the most direct route from
their ending location to put them back on their original route. The cumulative distance of the
inferred route and their remaining planned route became the distance off route penalty for that
control.
c) Default Error
An error under normal conditions (actively committed), is nothing more than a
deviation from the planned route. Data analysis revealed that their were no instances where a
participant deviated from their route, returned to it, and stayed on it a while, and then deviated
once more. Once a participant deviated from their original route, they did not ever return to it and
deviate once more. Thus, there are only instances of one recorded error per control. So if a
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person had deviated from their route and then time expired they were assigned the one error as
they would have been otherwise. If the participant had not deviated from their route, they were
still assigned an error since they had failed to complete their planned route before time expired.
2. Controls that the participant was not allowed to attempt because
time had expired
a) Default Map and Map/Compass Checks
In this instance, the participant is not allowed to proceed onto this control(s) since
time expired. In order to insure that this participant's group was not rewarded for his failure to
make it to this control(s) map/compass checks were assigned that were equal to the average of
the treatment group(s) with the highest average map and map/compass checks. If this average
was not a whole number, then it was rounded up to the nearest whole number and that number
was assigned to the participant. As an example: If participant A had failed to get to controls eight
and nine for lack of time then the highest treatment group(s) averages for map and map/compass
checks for those controls (lets say for control eight; .6 map checks, map/compass checks and
control nine; 1.3 map checks, .4 map/compass checks). After rounding, the numbers assigned to
this participant would be 1 and for control eight's checks, and 2 and 1 for control nine's checks.
b) Default Distance Off Route
This was fairly straightforward as the participant had never even begun this
control(s). Their planned route for the missed control was carefully measured, and since they had
failed to walk any of it, they had obviously been off route here. Their planned route distance was
assigned as their distance off route.
c) Default Error
This also was a straightforward assignment. Since this was also a deviation (the
participant had not even begun to walk his planned route for this control) and all other observed
deviations had amounted to one per control, it was easy to justify assigning the participant an
error for his failure to reach this control.
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3. Summary
The validity of the preceding penalizing method for participants that fail to find and/or
begin to look for controls is bore out by the numbers contained in the raw data for Checks (see
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The results described here are a two-way MANOVA of ability and study group on
individual dependent variables. The graphs in this section indicate the CG as Control, and the
RW and VE groups as they have been previously labeled. Error bars indicate the standard
deviation for each group. Successful training transfer is best illustrated by superior performance in
the testing phase of the experiment. The three training conditions are compared across multiple
factors to determine if the VE condition was effective as compared to the alternative training
methods.
A. TOTAL CHECKS
Study group had little effect on Total Checks (P=.7928, F=.241 , df=2). The relationship
between ability and Total Checks (P=.1836, F=2.278, df=2) is unclear (see Figure 5).
Interaction Bar Chart
Effect: Ability
Dependent : Total Checks




























Figure 5. Ability Group and Total Checks (Active and Default)
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However, there was an interaction between study group and ability on Total Checks
(P=.0363, F=5.270, df=4, see Figure 6). Increased confidence for the RW, through training in the
actual environment, leads to fewer map checks. As expected the CG seems the least confident.
What is interesting though is the proximity of the VE to the RW group within the larger sample size
of the intermediate ability group.
Interaction Bar Chart
Effect : Study Group * Ability
Dependent: Total Checks







Figure 6. Total Map/Compass Checks over Entire Course
B. TOTAL DISTANCE OFF ROUTE
Similarly, the results for study group and Total Distance Off Route shows little effect
(P=.9994, F=.001 , df=2). However, this time there is a pronounced effect for Ability on Total




Dependent : Total Distance Off-Route















Figure 7. Total Distance Off Route by Ability Group
As in Total Checks, there is a pronounced interaction between ability and study group on
Total Distance Off Route (P=.0285, F=5.874, df=2, see Figure 8).
Interaction Bar Chart
Effect : Study Group * Ability
Dependent : Total Distance Off-Route




















Figure 8. Total Distance Off Route Over Entire Course by Study and Ability Groups
There was no unusual behavior regarding the number of checks a participant made in
relation to the distance they were off their route. As one would expect, the farther a participant
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perceived he was off his route, the more likely he was going to make a check (P=.0001
,
F=70.033, df=1, see Figure 9).
Regression Plot
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Figure 9. Number of Checks as Related to Distance Off Route
Preliminary indications are that the real world condition may exhibit high performance










Figure 10. Treatment Group Distance Off Route by Control
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drop off dramatically over time because these participants may have had more difficulties during
the training phase in covering the entire course. The tendency of the more skilled participant to
catch his error earlier is confirmed (P=.0854, F=3.812, df=2) by the Total Distance Off Route
divided by the number of instances of deviation off that route (see Figure 11). Advanced
participants caught their errors faster then all other ability groups and corrected them resulting in




Dependent: Total Distance /Total Errors
































Figure 1 1 . Ability's Influence on Error Detection and Correction
c. TOTAL ERRORS
Study group's effect on Total Errors, which again were a measurement of discrete
instances of deviation from planned route, was not significant (P=.8508, F= .166, df=2). There
was a weak effect for ability on Total Errors (P=.2019, F=2.1 14, df=2) and a modest interaction
between ability and study group on Total Errors (P=.1421, F=2.6, df=4, see Figure 12).
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Interaction Bar Chart
Effect : Study Group * Ability
Dependent : Total Errors







Figure 12. Total Errors and Interaction between Ability and Study Groups
D. CONFIDENCE
Confidence may be inferred by an examination of Planned Routes and their relative
difficulty. Under most circumstances the most direct route to a control was the most aggressive.
There was little effect between ability and aggressiveness of Planned Route (P=0.9241 , F=0.080,




Dependent: Avg Planned Route

















Figure 13. Aggressiveness of Planned Route by Ability Group
Training condition modestly effected Planned Route was by (P=0.136 F=2.834, df=2, see
Figure 14) and showed that the real world participants felt more confident than others and
consequently planned more aggressive routes.
Interaction Bar Chart
Effect: Study Group
Dependent: Avg Planned Route




















Figure 14. Aggressiveness of Planned Route by Study Group
On the other hand over confidence created by having seen and planned most of the
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course at a manageable pace with direct aggressive routes, leads to an overly aggressive route
being selected for a control(s) when there is not enough time to familiarize oneself with the
route(s) to the same degree that was done earlier in the course. So for those participants who
hastily completed the end of the course during training in the real world condition, the latter part of
the testing phase was even more difficult than the map only treatment group who would have
carefully planned a more conservative route consistent with earlier routes (see Figure 15 for
aggressiveness of route and Figure 10 for distance off route).
RW Group
$02
Figure 15. Aggressiveness of Planned Route by Control
Anecdotal comments by participants while doing the course and in the later debrief show
route choice is a complex function of confidence, experience, and perceived difficulty. Its
influence on performance is not clear here, with participant comments shedding some light (see
Discussion), but it is an area that requires further study.
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VIII. DISCUSSION
The fact that ability level had a greater effect on performance than training method is no
surprise. Previous studies by the Army Research Institute have documented this fact. The criteria
used to qualify an advanced participant effectively restricts this classification to people who for
sake of their highly specialized skills, experience, and recent continual practice could be
considered "professionals". These criteria restrict the advanced ability group to a very small
subset within the set of people who can use map and compass to navigate. This includes all
military personnel who though they may have received extensive training and later practice, are
not trained to do the type of fine detailed map reading and precise navigation required in this
study.
This is not alarming as it is assumed that the target audience for this work (even highly
trained special operations personnel) would be considered intermediates and beginners by this
classification scheme. However, it facilitated comparison to have a high bench mark to show what
was possible among a group of highly trained and experienced people. The ability of participant
four to have navigated the course with such skill after studying the map for less than an hour was
amazing. This skill, it was later found out through conversation with another member of
participant four's Orienteering Club, is regarded as exceptional within his club. The ability to take
a two dimensional representation, identify the relevant cues in which to plan a precise route, and
then walk that route within the previously described tolerances while having to make only one map
check and only one error over 2,000 meters is extraordinary. No other participant in the Control
Group approached this performance, and with one exception, the same could be said for the well
trained Real World Group. This skill level represents an unusual ability and not likely a skill level
that could be duplicated with training (since equally well trained and experienced participants from
that participant's Orienteering Club do not match this his map assimilation skill).
Advanced participants make fewer errors and are better able to recover from them once
made. This is likely due to their ability to use redundancy in navigational cues. While beginners
might use one cue to distinguish a route change point, an expert will likely have a hierarchy of
cues with which he checks at every route change point. There will be the primary cue that
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confirms vicinity, closely followed by supporting cues that confirm that the primary cue truly
indicates that this is the desired point. This redundancy allows for greater error checking and by
continual checking while on the new route, quick identification of errors are made once they occur.
This reduces the most common error, the parallel error, which beginners are apt to make
repeatedly.
The course was set such that there were numerous opportunities to make parallel errors.
As expected, many of the errors observed were of this type. It is not clear whether or not the VE
helped prevent this type of error. It is suspected that that this VE was of marginal utility in
preventing parallel errors. In part this is due to the "hole" view aspect limitation of the VE, which
precluded seamless and rapid reorientation to many viewpoints surrounding the likely parallel
errors on a given control, and the fact that most intermediate participants were not sophisticated
enough to consciously plan routes to avoid making a parallel error.
The VE clearly precluded misinterpretation of map symbols. This was determined in the
debrief and is most evident on control four (see participant's 3 and 12's maps in Appendix N).
Since the VE portrays the terrain in three dimensions, no VE participant made the same error
made by at least two Control Group participants. This error was a misreading of the contour lines
(the depression containing control 4 was read as a hilltop). It could be argued that this depression
is poorly represented by lack of prominent tick marks on the lowest contour line. However, this
error was not made by the advanced or the beginner participants. This underscores the fact that
maps by their higher level of abstraction and reliance on symbols, are much easier to misinterpret
than a three dimensional representation, especially when there is a time constraint, and the work
load is non-trivial.




That by having to walk the course and plan for the subsequent test, time compression
occurred on the last two controls. As previously mentioned this led to planning
judgment errors where an overly aggressive route was planned in context with the
amount of time remaining to commit that route to memory.
2. By having to actually "Orienteer" the course during the training phase (given the map
immediately preceding the start of that phase) less experienced participants may not
have taken the time to carefully study the map and choose a deliberate, carefully
executed route in context with the unique information provided on the orienteering
map.
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This last condition was most manifest on participant one. Who though a beginner in
orienteering, choose aggressive advanced level initial routes. This was due is in large measure to
his preferred technique of using map and compass for dead reckoning routes to large easily
identifiable features while hiking in the mountains. As previously discussed, this method is
suitable for covering great distances where route precision and knowing exactly where you are at
all the time is not required. However, when this method is employed against small features (like a
1x1 meter pit) on an unfamiliar finely detailed map, it is easy to walk right by the feature you are
looking for or repeatedly misjudge distance. This is exactly what happened to participant one who
never was able to find control 2. His usual method of moving around more in the hope of
bumping into the control (feature) did not work.
Participant one also illustrates the connection between early failure in navigation, its
influence on confidence, and in turn probability of later success. By failing to find control two within
the first 15 minutes, participant one's confidence was shaken. Continued failure resulted in
diminishing confidence where he began to question his analysis and ability to visualize the terrain.
He was quite experienced in non-orienteering form of navigation described in the last paragraph,
but early failure made him question his fundamental abilities in the test's context. His inability to
recover from the early error and attempt a new method or gather a new appreciation for the map,
was in many ways related to his diminishing confidence.
This is not an unusual phenomena, even advanced orienteers expect to go through an
initial familiarization phase in which the information provided by the map is "fit" by direct
experience to the actual environment. Early success creates confidence, which in turn positively
influences the chance for future success. Conversely, early and protracted failure, can diminish
confidence and lead to doubting map, and/or abilities in this new environment. Perhaps the VE by
giving a 3D representation, used in conjunction with a map for training, can help reduce the
learning curve in that initial map/environment correlation phase. Thus reducing the chance of
early error and as important, increasing confidence before going into an unfamiliar environment
where the fear of getting lost (especially upon first entering the environment) is very real for all
ability levels.
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The utilization of a VE with a map used to familiarize a navigator prior to going into the
actual environment may actually improve performance since they require the development of a
method or discipline in planning. In the case of the Real World Group, their opportunity to
experience the environment directly while planning could foster a "I'll run there and see what I see
enroute" plan which could be very inefficient and lead to many time wasting errors. As already
indicated, their early success with aggressive direct routes later shaped their route choice for the
final control, which for many of them due to a lack of time, was not experienced in the training
phase to the same extant as earlier controls.
Habit is another potential vice that could be recognized and consciously accepted or
rejected through training in a VE. One participant, a helicopter pilot, chose many direct routes in
spite of the fact that he was part of the Control Group. What had worked for him as a pilot, where
point to point navigation without much regard for minor ground features is normal, would not work
on this course. Direct azimuths with pace, as participant one, and perhaps one or two features
along the way for route confirmation, was not successful in a test such as this where an
abundance of opportunities for parallel error would play havoc with anyone who did not foresee
potential errors and sought to eliminate them through using multiple features for route
confirmation. The VE could be provided with an intelligent tutor, which could appraise the
environment within the context of what the user sought to do, and suggest various courses of
action by displaying them and spotlighting the cues and those that have the potential to be
mistaken for the correct cue.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
A sport orienteering study was presented that investigates the utility of VEs as a training




Ability level is more important to navigation performance than training method.
2. Intermediate users benefit more from the VE training method than either advanced or
beginner users.
3. The VE allows for time compression in training, allowing more area to be traversed in
a shorter amount of time than would be possible in physical reality.
It's believed that the VE allows intermediate users to develop more redundancy in the
cues they use while navigating. Anecdotally, this was confirmed by some intermediate participants
who remembered using the small grove of large oak trees immediately beyond control 4 as their
reference point for finding that control. Their less developed ability to visualize the terrain directly
from a map is where the VE has its greatest impact in making vivid what otherwise might be
overlooked or even omitted on a map.
Advanced orienteers have such highly developed abilities in terrain visualization from
maps that the VE does not seem to offer them much that they do not already possess. However,
the increased workload on such a participant by having to navigate through a VE and refer back to
a much more familiar map, may impair their performance. The one advanced participant, who did
the VE, remarked that is was helpful for visualizing the control within the context of its immediate
surroundings, but not very helpful beyond that. Orienteering maps are very precise and allow
experts to navigate by many cues simultaneously.
A. FUTURE WORK
This study was not designed to answer all questions about the utility of VEs to navigation
training in the natural environment. Having established that their is some utility to the properly
scaled and configured natural environment VE, future work should look at how VEs can be
optimized for training navigation and creating user familiarity, and where certain cases demand it,
an almost complete user knowledge of the represented environment. This experiment should be
extended by adding new conditions altering the fidelity of the interface as well as the environment
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itself. Also method of information presentation such as sequence, toggling features on and off, a
built in compass that presents the user with the bearing where his view is currently directed, a
measuring tool and virtual pedometer for facilitating distance to and traveled while in the VE are
some of the technical improvements that could be made to improve training transfer.
The objective is to determine if the use of VEs is a practical augmentation to conventional
map study techniques used by today's military. These early results encourage further investigation
of VEs for navigation training towards the the development of usable systems that can be
deployed in a variety of settings and application areas.
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APPENDIX A.
INTERNATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORIENTEERING MAPS
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muslbe employed. There are iwo phases 01 generallsalon - selectve generallsalon andgra
generallsalon.
Seleclve generals alon Is He decision as 10 which details and tea tires should be presented on
m ap. Two Im porian iconslder atons con tbule to H Is decision - H e Imporlan ce 01 He leatre torn
runners' pdm 01 vie wand lis Inluence on He legibtlhy 01 He map. These iwo consideralons
som elmes be incompattole, bu 1 He dem and tor ledbllllym u si never be relaHed in order to pre-.er
excess ol sm dl delalls an d team res on He map Th eretore n ull be necessar y at He survey stac
adcplm imm um sizes lor m anytypes ol detal. Th esem It Imum sees m ayvarysom eon allrorn on ei
to anoner accordn g to H e am cum 01 detail It queslon . Ho wever. consistency Is one 01 He r
important ou allies 01 H e orienteering m ap, and 1here1ore H e sam e selectve criteria mu si be u
HroughoulHemap.
Graphic generallsalon can greatly ettecl 1he darltyol He map. Sim pMcalon, dsplacement
eitaggeralon are used 10 Ihls end.
Legjblllyrequlres Ihal He sized symbols, line Hlcknesses and spadng beiween lines be base
Heperceplon olnomtd slghlln daylight In devising sym bds. ditactors excepl He distance beta
neigh bourlig sym bds are considered
The size ollhesmaleslteaHre which ull appear on He map depends parHyon negapnlcqual
ol He symbol (shape, tormaland cdour) and party on ihepostlon ot neighbouring symbols.
Imm edalelyn elgh bourh g leati res. uti fch take up m ore space on He m ap H an on 1he gou nd,
essential mat ihecorreclrelalon ships beiween nese and oner nearby leati res are dso main Hi
3 MAP SPECIFICATION
3.1 Scale and vertical interval









A tack « pcortymalilalned road suitable lor vehldes only u*en tavellng
slowly Wdti less tian oa 3 m.
colour: black.
506 Footostti
A large pain, or old veh Ide tack, an led Is dlslncl on tie gound.
Colour: black.
go7smaipam
Asmal palh or (temporary) loreslextacton tack union oan be loiiowedal
compellon speed.
Colour: black.
508 Less distinct small patn
A less dslncl small pan or lorestye xtacton Hack.
Colour: blacK.
509Narrowrlde
A dslncl ride, less man oa. 5 m ulde. A ride Is a linear break In He loresl
(jsu dlyptanlalon ) uhlch does not have a dsln d path don g It 'Ah er e fiere
Is a pan dong ande. symbds 507 or 508 shou Id be used n place oi symbd
509.
Cdour: black.
510 iJslbie patn JuneIon
When a pain jundon or Irnersecton oi patis onracks is visible, lie dashes





Atootrldge ulti no pan leadnglolt
Cdour: black.
51 2 a osa ng point 'Attn bridge
A path or tack crossl) g a river, slrearn or diwi bya bridge.
Cdour: black.
513 dossing polnt'Aimout bridge
A palh or tack crossing a river, steam or drich ulttcula bridge: a lord
Cdour: black.
514 tidlsflnctjunction




Arlde or tt e break, ulder nan 5 m . Th e edges are sho wn wilt ti e sym Col lor
avegeialon boundary (41 6). The appropriate yellower geen screen should
be used 1o 111 In between He dolled lines lor open or overgrown rides respeo-
ivety.











402 Open with scattered Irees
403 Roudi open
404 Rou qn open Scattered tees
406 Forest slow run
407 Uhdergowti : slow ru n
408 Forest: dhtcull 1o run
409 Uhdergowti : dhlcnll 1o run
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404 Rcogn open land '/Jtri scattered tees
Where ti ere ere scattered tees In rough open land, areas ol white (or green)
should appear n lie lone. Such «i area maybe gen eraised byushg a
regulaj pattern 01 large uti lie dols In the ysllow screen.
Colour: yellow00% flO lines Jem), white 00% (16.75 lines tan).
405 Forest: easy running
Open toresl uti ere ti ere is no hindrance 1o tie runner
Colour: while.
406 For est alowrunnlng
rti area ulti denselrees (owvlsbllty) which reduces running 1ooa. 00-80%
ol normal speed.
Colour: green 20% (40 lines Jem).
407 Uhdergro'Ati: slow-running
rti area 01 dense undergo win bul otierwlse good vKlMlly (brambles,
healher, low bushes, and h eluding cul branches) which reduces runnlnglo
ca 00- 80% ol normal speed This synod maynol be combined uJti 406a
403.
Colour: green 17% (13 lines ton).
408 Forest difficult to run
Ai area tun dense trees or Wcfcel low vtstoiity) which reduce run nlng lo ca
i0-0O%olnormai speed
Colour: green 00% (40 lines Jem).
409 under gro'Atn : dincuit to run
fin area 01 dense undergrowth bul onerulse good vislblMy (brambles.
healher, to w bu shes, an d E dudn g cu 1 branch es) which recti ces ru nnln g lo
ca. 10- 00%o1nonnal speed. This syn bol maynol be com dned will 406 or
408.
Colour: green 33% (27 lines Jem).
410 vegetation- '« y difficult t> run. Impassable
fin area ol dense vegelaton (tees or undergro wit) which Is barelypassable.
Rinnlng reduced to ca. - 10% oi norma speed
Colour: green 100%
41 1 For est r unnable in one d reel on
When an area oltoresl provides good running In one dreclon bul less good




Land planled wm tun tees, bushes.
Cdour: yelow 100% and geen 20% (12 ities/cm).
418 Vineyard
The lines maybe ortenlaled to snow tie directon ol planing
Cdour: yelow 100% and green.
4 EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS
Dein nbns ol m ap leatj res and spedtcaltons tor tie dra wit g ol syn eds *e gven In ti e wic
sedlons. Synbdsaedasslled Into 6 categories-
Laid forms (brown)
Ftx* and boulders (Hadi)
Water aid marsh (due)
Vegetation (geen+yelow)
K*n -made leatires Id ad.)
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The sh ape ol lai d h sho wn bym eai s olveiydelated conlou rs. dded bytt e spedd syn bols tor s
KndK. depressions, etc This Is com piemen led It btacfcbytie symbols tor rodi an dctfls. Crlenlee
ten an r> noimdlybesl represented wflh aOm caitourlnlerva. fin Interval ol20m maybe neces<
In cerlaln fjpes ol tendn. h Is nolpermlsslde to use dlleren tiniervds on tie same map.
Excessive use ol torm lines should be avdded as tils will complicate tie map and dve a ur
Impression olhelgil dtterences. n tie represenlalon olan area needs a large n urn berol torm Ir
a smaller con tour Interval proxJdes amorelegblealternalve.
The relalve h elgh 1 dflerence bel ween nelgtibou rtng teatires m us1 be represen ted on ti e m a)
accurately as posside A)sdu1e h eldi 1 accuracy Is o1 less Im porlance. II Is perm issitie to aher
neignioiaconiour sighiyn tils Wil improve tie represenlalon olateaiure. This devlailon should






A In e Joining points ol equal height. Th e slan dard verlcal n teival belu
con tours Is metes.
Cdour brow.
102 ridex contour
Every lit contour sh ou Id be dawn with a mid.er line. Th Is is an aid v
qu Ids assessm enl ol heigh 1 dlleren ce and ti e overal sh ape ol tie goi
Where on e ol ti ese con tou rs cdn ddes wrlti en area olsm al l.ndls or dep
sicns. 11maybe shown win a normd contour line.
Cdour: broun.
103 Form line
at intermedatecontour line. Form in es areu sed wherem oreln torm alon
be gven axm tie shape oi ti e gouna Theyare used only uh ere repret
talon is nolposslde win ordinarycon tours, anyone torm llnemaybei
belween nelghbou ring conlou rs.
Cdour: broun.
104 Slope line
Slope lines may be da wi on tie lower side o1aconlour Ine. eg along in-
ert are-entanlor In a depression. Theyareused only uh ere h Is neces




INTERNATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORIENTEERING MAPS
307 Ml net *ABter chaind
j q 1 2 i; Anatird or man-made minor water channel utilcti may con lain water oily
dZ'i Inlermltlen ly












Am arsh or mie ol utaler which Is too n arrow to be >n own wlti symbol 3 10
(less ti an ca. Om wide).
Colour: bli e.
309 unc r o ssdji e m arsh




Across** marsh witi adstndedge. symbol 310may be combined ulti
syn bol 403 tor deanyopen marshes, For densely wooded marsh es syn bol
310maybe con tuned ulti synbds 406-41 a The smallest marsh should be
sho wn byai leasi 1 wo lines on nemap.
Cdour: due (wlti ydlowgeen).
311 indistinct marsh
Ai indKHi dor seasonalm arsh or area ol gadual tans riton irom marsh to irm
gound. wti left is crossade. The edge is generalyln dslnd an dti e vegetotcn
similar to lhalolHe surrounding ground Synbd 31 1 maybe com bred ulti
symbol 403 tor dearlycpen bulndlslnd marshes. There maybe occasions
unere 11 is appropriate lo use symbol 311 wtlh symbol 40 1 For densely
wooded m arsh es syn bol 31 1 m aybe com bh ed wfin ihe symbds 4064 10.
Cdcur: due (ulti yellowgeen).
312 vjfeii
WelK an doapiv? springs, on left are dearly\4sble on Ihe gound.
Cdour:blie.
31 S Spring
The sou roe ol aslream uin a dsln clou Ho w The symbd is onen lated to open
downstream.
Cdour: blie.
314 Special 'Aster feature
Aspedd smdl water tealire. The det niton onne symbol m us i d ways be
















5m dl sh diown ati ral depressions and nolo wt fn Inlm urn dameter 2m) w
cannolbe shown to scale bycon tours are represented by a semicircle, h
mum depih torn ti e surrounding gound shou Id be 1m . Lcoalon K tie cei




Fits an d hdes wlti dslnd steep sides wh left cannd be sho wn to scdi
symbol 106 fn Inlm urn dameler 2m). Fits ufih any dher shape tian re
should be sho wn bycon tou rs. Mi Imu m depti torn ti e su noun dng go
should be 1m . Lcoalon K tie cen te o 1 gavtlyd tie synbd wli left Is or
lated ton or ti.
Cdcur: brown.
116 Bro ten ground
rti area ddls or knolls wftlcft Is tooin ticate to be shown h detoil Theder
d dots may varyaccording to tie detal on ihe gound.
Cdcur: brown.
117 Special landtorm tealire
This syn bol can be u sed tor a special small landorm tealire. The dew
oi tie symbol musi be gjven in He map legend
Cdour: brown.
ii8Spothdgnt
Spd heigh H are used tor ti e rough assessment 01 helghl dnerences.
heignis given lotie neareslmete. Thellgures areorieniatedto tien<
Water levels are glwen witiouiihedot
Cdour: biact..
4.2 Rock and boulders
KOTf :'dlrnrnDlDno
.tr'e'npccnaJ In nfri 6c
decent or 115 pan
°MI.°iirMn*4»:**V«!**i
l7,W0l<*cW1c.:cnlj
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Ftoct. is a spedai caiegoryol land term. The inclusion olroc* givesui
intormaton aboul danger and runnabiity as well as provldhgteaiire<
mapreadhgandcomrol pdnts. Rock Is shown in biact. to dsingulsh 111
lan dlorms teatires. The ou lined tie syn bd sh cu Idaccuratelyrepresen'
snapeoitierocMace protected on a h orIzon teJ plan e. Care m us1 be laM
m die sure ti ai roe*, leatjres sucft as dim agree win ihe shape and toll a
gound sh own bycontour s or torm Ih es.
201 m passable ditr
Ai impassade dtl, ouarryor earti ban t. fsee 106) K shown uilh a O.Y.
line an d down wardlags sho wing lis ti n extern torn tie top In elo tie tod
togs maybeom hied if space Is short eg. nanow passages between dhts
passage should be drawn wlti a widih d ai leasl 0.3 mm). The lags i
e xiend over an area syn bol represenlhg deldllmmedatelybelowtiei
toce. Wnen a rocK lace ct ops siraigm in to wai er m aK ti q 1 1 m pos s INe to r.
under tie dltldong tie walefsedge. tie bank line Is omitted or tie*











INTERNATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORIENTEERING MAPS
202F»cl pillar a'dllfs
ti ti eoase oiunusuai teati res such as roc*. p<il-3f - or masslvedllls crglgantc
boulders, ti e roc*. ;. m ay t* stio urn in plan shape uJti ou Hags. Aclual slzem ay
varyacccrdn g to ti e h elghl ol me roc*.
Colour: black.
203 Passable rod lace
Asmall verted rock lace (minimum helgnilm) isshoun wnhcullags ntie
dredfon ollal oltierock lace K nol apparennrom Hie concurs, shorllags








hi area 01 sen sandygroun d or gavel mti n o vegelaton an d where rui
Is slow. Wierean area olsandygound is open bulrunnnglsgooa nissl
as open iand(40i«02).
Colour: Uack 10 v, (34 lines ton) and yellow 50% (tonnes tm\
212 Bare rod
Ata1 area ol roc*, wtlhoulearti or vegelalon Isshouin as tare roc*.. Hi
ol roc*, covered ulti gass. moss or oilier low vegelalon is sn own as
lend (ten »ccj










204 ROC I y pit
Rockyplls, h des orm Ineshalts which m ayecu stti 1e a dan ger to ihe run ner.
Location K tie centeolgravllyoltie symbol, which is oilenlated to norti.
colour: blac*..
205 caoe
A cave K represen tod by tie same symbol as a rocky pit ti Ihls case ti e
sym bol should be orlenlatod to ti e slope as n doatod opposite, ih e cen te ol
gavnyoi tie symbol marks He opening.
Cdour: blac*..
206 Boulder
Asm al drsM cl bou Met (mm rn u m h elgh 1 1 m) Everyboulder marked on He
map should be Immedlatelyldenlladeon tie ground
Cdour: blac*..
207 Large boulder
A partcu larlyiarge and dsln cl boulder.
Cdour: black.
208 Boulder Held
hi area which Is covered whh so man yClocks ol stone tiai meycannolbe
marked in dvldi ally Is shown witi sold ncn -equilateral irtandes. Amtnmum
ol iwo t langies sh ou Idbe used (on e cnlyn used mm oner rock leatires). Ih e
going Is Indcated bytie den shyol tie tlat ges.
Cdour: black.
209 Boulder cluster
Asmal dislnci goup 01 boulders so dosdydu stored togetier tiai tiey
can nolbem arkedlndi vuuairy The symbd Is an ecu llatoral tlangle orien latod
to tie north.
Cdour: black.














Slonyor rockygou nd uh Ich atleds gdng sh ou id be sh own on ti e map Th e$$ * i- 1 2?-0. 1 7i oofe <h ouid be random lydstbuled uJti densityacccrdng to tie am ou n1 ol
roc*.. For large areas a screen m ay be used (see table p.7)
Cdour: black.
this gouplndudesbolh open water and special types ol vegelalbn oa
by tie presence ol water fnarsh) Thedassllcalonlslmponanibecat
Indicates ihe degree ol h Indrance 10 ti e ru nn er an d provide teati res to:
readngandcomroipdnis. Adack line round a water teati re hdcates 1
cannolbe crossed under normal weatier condnions. ti dy coin tie;
teati res listed In 1hls sedon mayon lycon lain water ti some season s.
301 Late
Large areas ol water are sh own unn lull colour or a dolscreen ol al leasl:
Small areas 01 waler should be shown utlh till cdour. A black bank
indicates tiai me teati re cannolbe crossed.
Cdour: btie. black.
302 Pond




A water-tied prl or an area ol water union Is toosmall to be shoun tos











mti Acrossabte watercourse, minimum an wide. The uldlh ol watercourses
0.2? nm wide should be shown to scat?
Cdour: bUe.
306 Crossable am all 'Aater cour se
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105 Contour uaue
^ Contour values are olten Induded to aid assessmenlol large heigildltter-
^ en ces. Theyare inserled in He in de xconiours n posllons «n ere oiner detail





Asleep earth ban* Is on atrupi ctiange in groun d level uh ich can be deafly
d s in qj k h ed tom i % s u rr oun dnq s . e.g. gravel or sand plls. road and rdl way
&' cullngs or em banhm ents.Th etags shoii Idsh om ti e tun exlenl ollhe slope, bul
0.? =«+i m aybe om Med 11 iwo ban *s are dose togelier. in passable ton* s should be
ft i2', draun ulti symbdSOl (hi passable dll)
Colour: broun.
l07Earti'Aial
r o 12? Dlslnct earth ualt
Colour: broun.lo.i
0.25 108 small earth wall
! 2 ,
A parth/ ru ined earn uall maybe sh oun ulti a dashed line.
Colour: broun.
109 Erosion gU I u
An erosion gu in/ or tench unidi is too smal to be shoun bysymbd 106 Is
ma i shoun bya sri de Ine. The in e uidti relecls me size ol ti e gully Mnim urn









110 Small erosion gully
A smal erosion gully or tench. Mnlmum depti Q 1m.
Colour: broun.
111 Knoll
Kn oils are sho un ulti con tou r Ih es. Aprom It en iMi di vmn gbetween con tour
lines may sill be represented bya contour line H tie de vialon torn tie actual




Asm all obvious m ou nd or rocXyknol unicn cann ol be dra un to scde uln a
con tour (dam eter olm ound less ti an oa 5 m ) Kn oils olanyoti er sh apelhan
round should be shoun by contours. The height ot tie >.ndi should be a
mhimum ol 1m torn tiesurroundlnggound.
Colour: broun.
113 Depression
Depressions are shoun ulti coniours ortorm lines and slope lines. Prominem
depressions lanngbelueen contour ihes maybe represented bya contour
Ine 11 ti e devlalon torn 1i e actual con tour level Is less ti an 25*. Smaller or
shallower depressions should be shoun bylorm Ines.
Colour: broun.
4.4 Vegetation
The represen toton ot vegetalon Is im portan 1 to ti e orlen teer because It atteds ru nn abli ty an d 11
provides tea tires tor mapreadng
COLOUR
The basic principle Is as follows:
'Ahite represents mnnable torest
- yeiiowrepresenls open areas dvlded in to several categories.
- green represen Is He den si ly 01 ti e toresl according to hs ru nn awn ty an d Is divided h to sex
categories.
RUNNASILfTY
Unite represen Is typicallyopen run nable toresl tor tie partcular type ol terrain, n no pari ot tie to
is runnablelhen no unite should appear on me map
The run naWlltydepends on tie nature ot tie lores 1 (densllyol tees taush uood and undergo!
bracken, brambles, netles, etc) bul does not i*eaccounioi marshes, stonygroundeto. which
shoun byseparate symbols.
Runnadinyin toresl Is divided h to 4 categories
according to run nlng speed It speed 1hrou gh
typically open runn able toresl Is, tor example.











































402 Open land /Jin scattered trees
Meadows ulti scattered irees or bushes, ulti gass or similar gound c>
ottering easy run nlng. very small areas are shoun as open land (401).
Cdour: yelow50* (16.75 lines cm)
403 Rougri open land
Heati, moorland. letled areas, neulyplanted areas (tees lower tan oa.
or other generally open land ulti rough groun d vegetalon. heather oi
gass. Symbol 403 maybe combined ulti symbds 407 and 409 to si
reduced runnablrty
Cdou r: yelo w 50* (40 in es tan).
59
APPENDIX A.
INTERNATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORIENTEERING MAPS
Writing
*i iwdnq map mu site- pcint?don good. possibly waier resManl, paper (weldi180- 120 gsm).
* In up to 6 oolou r> depen dng on ti e oartograph yand tie n all re ol 1i e lerraln 11 covers.
i eve m us1 be i-*en to en sure an exacl register ol edeu rs. On a mop prlnled in several colours
urse plainer musl have tie opportinltyto diet* tie reqnier via super hi posed crosses In tie
n 1 colours. Th em atfm urn acoeplable error is 0.2 mm
.
iTydepends on Me corred choice ol colours. The toloulngrecommendatons are intended to
rdzemapsas much as possible. The ahernalve colour given can be used in prelerencetolhe
mended odours, since tieullm ale en dee ol colour also depends on tiestuctireoHheterrah.



















41 4 a stlnct cult) uallon boundar y
The boun daryol cu nruated Ian d uii en nol sho un ulti on er symbds ffe
udi, pati , elc) is shown wrlhabiack Ine. A perm aneni boundarybem
dTlerenl types ol outvoted land is also shown wit tils symbd.
Cdour: blacx.
415 CJtuated land
Cullvated land wtilch K seasonallyou VoVboun ds di e to goutng crops
be shown uiti a Bar* dol screen.
Cdour: yellow 100% black 5%
416 Distinct uegetiDon boundary
Adstncl tor es ledge or verydstncl vegelaton boundary wnhln tie loi
Cdour: blaoX.
417 indistinct uegeteton boundar y
hdslncl boundaries beluieen areas 01 green, yelouior unite aresh
ultioul a In e. Th e edge ol tie area Is sh oun onlybyihe change in cdo
dol screen.
41 s; 419 Special uegetstlon features
Gym bols 4 18 and 4 19 can be used tor spedd sm al vegetalon tea tires,
delnllon ollhe symbd musl be given h tie map legend
Cdour: green.
arger scalemaps
si 1 : 10.000 maybe produced tor 1wo reasons, (a) tor geater legibility; or p) tor spedd types
aln.
Maps-Afiere greater legibility is required
m aybe m aps ol small areas 1o be u sed tor tain h g lor Intoductcryan d sen od even is. Th ey
•cempetton maps tordderand younger age goups uhere readng tie lies and small symbds
es a problem.
m aps m usl be dra un ulti In es, line screen s an d sym bol dm en sbns "iCn» greater ti an nose
>r l: 10, 000 maps. Wh ere praded He same dol screens as used al 1 : 15,000 ufl gve ti e mosl
map an d are tier el ore to be prelerred h praclce da utn g tie arUucr K at 1:7.000 tor reduclon
.000 Wll gve tie correct dm en slcns 11 tie same arluorK is reduced to i: 1 0.0 00 . nmaybemore
:d an d cheaper toproduce a 1 : 10,000 version byenlargh glhe 1: 1 0, 000 tlm negalves posltves.
10,000 maps tie spadng 01 grid ines should be 25mm utildi represents 250m on lie ground
»ton tiere K usualya progression ol scdes torn 1:2.500 to 1:0,000 to 1:10.00a rV*ps alvery
tales such as 1:2.000 ull dearly ccnidn more detal such as playground equipment une
slonstor 1:10.000 maps should dso be usedlcrtiese maps.
Spedal terrain
rptonai cases, where terrdn Is exlremelycom pie x an d n is 11 ot possible 1o dra w ti e essen Id
111:10.000. a 1:10,000 map dra un ulti 1 : 10.000 dimensions is pemiissbie. Forlnternatond














The1ra<*neluorK provides Important Inlormaton icr me runner and tie i
sltcaton muslbedeanyrecogiHableon tie map. Partial larlylmponaii
n ecompeincr is n edassiicaicn 01 smaller palis. Axcu m mu sibei*ei
on lyot ti e uidti . but dso 01 no w obvious me pati is to tie run ner.
Oh er man-m ade teatires are also m portan 1 bo ti tor m ap readng an>
contd pouts
501 Motorway
Aroad ulti iwohidh ways tor tie use ot motor tallconly the space belu
ti e blacfc lines m usl be tied ulti brown (50- looyi
Cdour: biact. and brown 00-1 00<>» (40 lines Jem).
502 Major road
Road ulcterlhan m. The space between tie UaoX Ines must be llied
broun (O0-10OM Aroad under constu cton (symbds 501. 502 and';
maybe shown ulti broken lines.
Cdour: blacX and brown 50-1CO<*> (40 lines /cm).
503 M inor road
R»d 3 - 5m wide. The space belween tie black lines m u si be lied
broun po-lOO**).
Cdour: black and broun 50-1 00«* (40 lines tm).
504 Road
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urn anions of map symbols
an m en dedlhal an oflenteerlng m ap Is surveyed an ddra wn al 1:7.500 - Iwtoe ti e prn tng scale,
redudon r -alios maybe used Wien salbhg, a 1:1 ralo K normal.
Elona In tils boo I are gl uen at tie printed scale oT 1 : 15.000
e molts are based on lie mlcronorm pen sizes. fllllne uUtis and symbol dhienslons musl
d ultiln 20% ollher speeded vane. Deviaiions irom tie nominal value muslonlybe used to
e legbllty Certain m inim urn din enslon s m usl also be observed. These are based on bolh
g technology and tie need tor legibility
1UM DIMENSIONS
MP Dei w?en iwo ine lines ol tie sam e colour, in brown or black: 0. 15 m m.
>mallesl gap between iwo blue lines: a 25 mm.
fesl roc* lace symbol: 0.6 mm
feslsteam or ditch symbol: 0.6 mm.
lesl bend in contour (spu r or reentanty 0.25 m m prom oen te to cente ol me in es).
lesi area ol m arsh: al leasi iwo in es ultt a lengti ol 05 m m.
tosl dotted line: alleaslluo dots.
fesl dash ed III e: art leasi iwo dashes.
lesl area en closed bya dolled tine: i.5mm piameferjwM 5<tols.
lesl area ol colour
Blue, geen, gey or yellow mil colour : 5mm-
Black dot screen: 05mm'
Blue, geen or yelo w dol screen- 1.0 mm'
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Colour: black.
51 7 Power line
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INTERNATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORIENTEERING MAPS
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How many Orienteering Events have you participated in during your life (include military land
navigation events)
a. Less than 12
b. Between 1 3 and 24
c. Greater than 24
2. How many events have you participated in within the last year?
a. Less than 1
2
b. Between 1 3 and 24
c. Greater than 24
3. What skill level would you consider yourself?
a. Beginner - You navigate to a control mainly on well-traveled trails and fields. You go
out of your way to be safe.
b. Intermediate - Distinct handrails and catching features. You rely on very distinctive
handrails (roads, trails, streams, ridges, etc.) to get you into the vicinity of the control
and then rely on catching features (a prominent feature that alerts you as to where
you are on your intended route). OR in the absence of handrails you rely on large
catching features to get you into the control.
c. Advanced - Catching features. You use handrails if available but more often you will
use catching features of all types and size to guide you into the control.
4. If you are part of an official ranking system, how are you ranked?
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ORIENTEERING MAP LEGEND EXPLANATION
About the Orienteering Map
All maps are generalizations. They use symbols to portray actual features on the earth's
surface. Not all features are represented with the same precision. Discrete non-vegetation items
are plotted on the map in the exact location they are in the actual environment, whereas
vegetation boundaries (unless indicated with a distinctive dotted line) are not meant to represent a
clean break from one type of vegetation to another. Rather this line separating one vegetation
area from another is a generalization of where one type more or less ends and another more or
less begins. The line separating the two can best be thought of as a blurry line where the two
types of vegetation intermingle. The below guide will help you determine the specific limitations of
each symbol on the orienteering map.
Building - Buildings in the area are of several types:
a. Latrines - most common building, tan in color, approx. size 3x8 meters
b. Shelters - second most common building, green wood, roofed, no walls, approx. size 3x8
meters
c. Admin. - field office and shack, black with gold trim, 8x8 meters and 2x2 meters respectively
Open Sandy Ground - a significant patch of sand that will slow running
Open ground - dirt, hard pack, free of grass and other vegetation.
Undergrowth walk - immature chaparral or oak, dense stands of bushes, incomplete overlap of
two distinct areas of fight which allow restricted passage along that overlap, other plants that
prevent running.
Fight - mature chaparral or immature oak in such density that passage through is very difficult,
running impossible
Forest walk - oak forest with patchy undergrowth, low lying tree limbs or tree density that
prevents running from being sustained
Forest slow run - oak forest fairly free of undergrowth, but with low lying limbs or tree density that
makes sustained running difficult.
Rough open ground - grass covered ground, possibly with scattered (avoidable) undergrowth.
Note that there are a few locations that have what appears to be old jeep trails but are
portrayed as rough open ground. Sometimes the distinction between one or the other
blurs. If in doubt refer to other more distinctive features (contour lines, etc.) to determine
your location.
Shallow depression - most likely an old decaying foxhole position or other man made excavation
where the banks have eroded to create a bowl-like depression of 1 - 3 feet below surrounding
ground.
Misc. object - a manmade feature, rubble, derelict military equipment, or other item whose exact
description is only provided if it is the location of a control
Pit - an old foxhole or likely other man made pit that has steep vertical walls and may be
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reinforced with wood, depth from 2 - 5 ft. Note that there will be many pits in the area that are
not depicted on the map. The pits that are depicted are accurate.
Telephone poles - wood poles (if bearing wire it will be noted on map) approx. 25 - 30 ft in height
Concrete pad - old concrete tent pad extending from 2 - 5 inches above ground level
Tree - a tree or large bush (could be two or more trees growing close together - forming an
unbroken single canopy -- if the trees are small)
Rootstock - a dead or overturned tree
Troop training device - a bunker or other man made item built for training soldiers
Vegetation boundary - the edge of a vegetation type
Gully or Ditch - ranging from a shallow 1 ft deep gully to 5 ft deep military trench
Jeep Trail - a road more suitable for 4 x 4 vehicles due to width restriction and/or ruts. May be
distinctive and worn or in some places overgrown with grass but still containing ruts.
Paved Road - a surfaced all weather road
Road - a sandy or dirt road wide and level enough for 2 wheel drive vehicles
Indistinct Path - a path that is in the process of being overgrown with only intermittent marks on
the ground that indicate that it was once a well traveled path
Narrow Ride - a linear break in the forest that may have once been a jeep trail but now is
overgrown with grass and lacks telltale wheel ruts
Path - a foot or bike path.
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THE COURSE'S MOST PROBABLE ROUTES.
What follows below is an analysis of the some of the most probable routes to a given
control. They do not represent the only ways of getting to a control but the most likely routes
chosen by participants based upon my orienteering experience and knowledge of the terrain.
They are listed to better illustrate Orienteering conventions such as handrails and catching
features by putting them into the context of the course. They will also serve as a basis for
comparison and discussion of the actual routes planned and later run by participants. As can be
seen by the breakdown of routes, all controls possess at least one beginner's route. Intermediate
and advanced routes are delineated from each other by the proportion of handrails to catching
features. If there are more handrails as compared to catching features than the route is
intermediate. The opposite is true if there are more catching features to handrails. When
classifying routes taken by participants in the study, if an exact match for a participant's route
could not be found from the below list then the route was examined within the context of its use of
handrails (including what type) and catching features and assigned a route designation that





a) Gigling Road west to jeep trail
b) Jeep Trail south by east by south to building
c) Control on NW corner of building
2. Beginner
a) Watkin's Gate Cutoff to indistinct path.
b) Indistinct path southwest up hill to jeep trail
c) Jeep Trail west to building
d) Control on NW corner of building
3. Intermediate
a) West through plotted individual trees (catching features)
b) Handrail rough open ground south to junction indistinct path and
jeep trail
c) Jeep Trail west to building (catching feature)
d) Control on NW corner of building
4. Advanced
a) West through plotted individual trees
b) Follow runnable forest southwest
c) Try to hit small rough open gap by keeping walkable forest to left
shoulder
d) use forest fight to west as catching feature if needed
e) Control on NW corner of building
f) Use jeep trail for catching feature if control is missed
5. Advanced
a) Go straight at control from start
B. Control 2.
1. Beginner
a) Jeep trail northwest to building
b) Follow open ground to west and look for rough open clearing
going northwest (handrail)
c) Follow rough open clearing northwest looking for pit
d) Control in pit
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2. Intermediate
a) Jeep trail northwest to building
b) Go straight at control (WSW) from building
3. Advanced
a) Set out on straight line directly for control
b) Hit open ground and look for building on the right and rough open
break on the left. (Catching feature)
c) Follow rough open clearing northwest looking for pit
d) Control in pit
Control 3.
1. Beginner
a) Head northwest and get out onto Gigling Road
b) Take Gigling Road west to jeep trail junction with telephone pole
c) Take jeep trail southeast to convergence of two jeep trails
d) Head southwest into tree grove looking for control
(1) Use building as catching feature
(2) Use open ground to west as backup catching feature
e) Control hanging from tree limb
2. Advanced
a) Head straight at control; use jeep trail prior to control as catching
feature
b) Head southwest into tree grove looking for control
(1) Use building as catching feature
(2) Use open ground to west as backup catching feature
c) Control hanging from tree limb
Control 4.
1. Beginner
a) Head southwesterly and try to get on jeep trail headed in same
direction
b) Take jeep trail to junction
c) Take jeep trail southeast to junction
d) Take southerly fork to next junction
e) Take fork to northwest
f) Once beyond patches of fight leave trail and start looking for
control
g) Control is in pit
2. Beginner
a) Turn around and go back to jeep trail to the east
b) Take jeep trail southwest to junction
c) Take fork to the south to another junction
d) Take fork to the west to next junction
e) Take southerly fork to next junction
f) Take fork to northwest
g) Once beyond patches of fight leave trail and start looking for
control
h) Control is in pit
3. Intermediate
a) Go south towards road junction
b) Get on road and take to junction
c) Take road west to other road junction
d) Handrail around fight to west coming down through small patch
of fight into control
4. Advanced
a) Head straight at control expect to hit jeep trail that runs NW to SE
(catching feature)
b) Hit trail and then thread way through scattered fight
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c) Emerge into center of depression and rough open ground,
(catching feature) look for pit
d) Control is in pit
E. Control 5.
1. Beginner
a) Move back out onto jeep trail
b) Take trail west to trail junction
c) Take trail WNW up to misc object
d) From misc. object go straight at control
2. Intermediate
a) Move directly at control
b) Use Gigling Road as catching feature if miss on control
c) Control is in center of clearing
3. Advanced
a) Move directly at control
b) Use southwesterly linear clearing as catching feature
c) Follow clearing NW right into control




a) Move out onto Gigling Road and take it westerly to junction with
dirt road
b) Move down dirt road (south) to junction with jeep trail
c) Take jeep trail to east look for concrete rubble
d) Move southeast through runnable forest
e) Look for control on concrete pad
2. Beginner
a) Move straight at control and hit jeep trail
b) Go southwest on Jeep trail to junction with another jeep trail
c) Take jeep trail westerly and look for concrete rubble
d) Move southeast through runnable forest
e) Look for control on concrete pad
3. Intermediate
a) Move south to junction of two jeep trails (catching feature)
b) Handrail jeep trail southeasterly to clearing (catching feature)
c) Handrail clearing to the west
d) Hit fight going west (catching feature) and move south
e) Handrail fight (keeping it on right shoulder) into control
f) Look for control on concrete pad
4. Advanced
a) Move straight at concrete rubble (aiming off technique) use jeep
trail as catching feature and handrail
b) Move southeast through runnable forest
c) Look for control on concrete pad
G. Control 7.
1. Beginner
a) Move back out onto east west jeep trail
b) Go west to junction of jeep trail and dirt road
c) Take dirt road south to junction with four jeep trails
d) Take jeep trail east by northeast
e) Look for second linear break in vegetation (indistinct path)
f) Take indistinct path (handrail) to ditch
g) Follow ditch to its end
h) Control at east end of ditch
2. Intermediate
a) Move through rough open ground easterly to jeep trail (catching
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feature)
b) Follow jeep trail (handrail) to junction with other jeep trail by
building
c) Locate telephone poles and follow wire (handrail) south easterly
d) Hit fight and turn west and follow fight boundary into ditch
(handrail)
e) Control at east end of ditch
3. Advanced
a) Move through rough open ground easterly to jeep trail (catching
feature)
b) Take jeep trail to curve where it turns east (hand rail)
c) Leave jeep trail and head straight for control use east west jeep
trail as checkpoint (catching feature)
d) Aim off to east side of ditch and go southeast (telephone wires to
east as catching feature to prevent drifting too far east)
e) Use fight as catching feature
f) Hit fight and turn west and follow fight boundary into ditch
g) Control at east end of ditch
4. Advanced
a) Move straight at control
b) Use jeep trail junction as attack point
c) From attack point take offset route to west part of ditch
d) Follow ditch to east and find control at end of ditch
H. Control 8.
1. Beginner
a) Handrail fight to the east till hitting the jeep trail
b) Follow jeep trail northerly through intersection to sharp curve to
the east
c) Once at sharp curve to east turn off trail to west and look for
control in clearing
d) Control located in clearing
2. Intermediate
a) Handrail fight to telephone poles
b) Take telephone poles NW back to jeep trail junction
c) Follow jeep trails east to next junction
d) Take jeep trail north
e) Leave jeep trail and move directly at control
3. Advanced
a) Move directly at control (avoiding forest walk) use jeep trail
junction as catching feature
b) From jeep trail junction aim off to east of control at sharp curve
to east of jeep trail keeping eyes open for control in clearings
c) Use same trail as Beginner route as catching feature (for drift)
I. Finish
1. Beginner
a) Move back out to jeep trail just to east of control 8
b) Take trail south to four way junction with other trails (handrail)
c) Take southeasterly running trail to trail fork
d) Take northeasterly running fork to five way junction (handrail)
e) Take northwesterly running trail keeping eyes open for small
break in fight to the east (catching feature)
f) Take indistinct path into clearing and hook to north
g) Control on east edge of clearing
2. Intermediate
a) Move back out to jeep trail just to east of control 8
b) Move off trail using rough open to move closer to control
c) Take rough open out onto jeep trail which runs NE to SW
d) Take trail to junction with North South jeep trail
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e) follow jeep trail looking for indistinct path
f) Take indistinct path into clearing and hook to north
g) Control on east edge of clearing
3. Advanced
a) Move straight at control on east by northeast azimuth
b) Use trail as catching feature
c) Fight to north and south of route used as catching features
d) Locate opening in fight
e) Take indistinct path into clearing and hook to north




Map, Actual, and Virtual Environment Correlations
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Thank-you for participating in this study. You will doing an Orienteering course today.
However, there are some important differences to note:
1
.
You will be wearing a light pack with DGPS and Newton MSG Pad 130. Its purpose is to log
your route and act as a data capture device for other actions you may perform.
2. Before you run the course you will carefully plan your route through the entire course (see
Important Information on Marking Your Map)
3. Use this training time to commit the route and course to memory. You are expected to do the
following on the actual course run:
a. Navigate without aid of map and compass, but go off of memory as best you can.]
b. Try not only to find all the controls but do so within your planned route
Summary of objectives
All Objectives are equally important!!
1 . Choose the most efficient route for you based on your abilities in this context
2. Minimize the number of map checks you request from the administrator
3. Minimize the number of compass checks you request from the administrator
4. Minimize the number of map with compass checks you request from the
administrator
5. Stay on your route
6. Find all the controls (you have as much time as you need for this task)
• If you need to make a map check then say so and the administrator will give you the map for
30 seconds. Additional time can be requested in 30 second increments at the additional cost
of a map check each.
• If you need to make a compass check then say so and the administrator will give you the
compass for 15 seconds. Additional time can be requested in 15 second increments at the
additional cost of a compass check each.
• If you need both map and compass then say so and the administrator will give you both for 30
seconds. Additional time can be requested in increments of 30 seconds.
• If you want to change your route announce to the administrator that you are changing your
route plan. At that point the administrator will hand you the map, compass, and blue pen.
From the time that he gives you the materials you will have 30 seconds to plot the new route.
If you need more time then tell him you need more time and you will get another 30 seconds.
Request additional time as needed but remember that one of your objectives is to make as
few map checks as necessary. Every 30 seconds that you are looking at the map beyond




IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON MARKING YOUR MAP
Pay close attention to how you mark your route, be as precise as the map and pen allow.
Before your actual run you are expected to preview your map within your group's prescribed
context. Mark your planned route using the RED pen. You may correct any mistakes you
make while planning with the white eraser. Once the planning period is up or you elect to
finish you will not be allowed to erase any of the red route marks you have made. SO BE
PRECISE in marking your map, detail does matter. Later during the actual course run anytime
that you are going to deviate from your planned route you must stop:
1
.
Announce to the administrator that you are changing your route plan. At that point the
administrator will hand you the map. From the time that he gives you the map you will have
30 seconds to plot the new route. If you need more time than tell him you need more time
and you will get another 30 seconds. Request additional time as needed but remember that
one of your objectives is to make as few map checks as necessary. Every 30 seconds that
you are looking at the map beyond the original 30 seconds for the route change counts
as a map check.
2. Take the blue pen and draw in your new route with the same attention to detail that you
applied for the original route planning in red.
3. Leave your original route on the map. The eraser is provided so that you may make
corrections to a route as you draw it. Once you finish drawing and begin navigating you are
not allowed to erase routes, or corrections to planned routes (blue penned routes)
4. You may make as many corrections to your route(s) as necessary while navigating the
course.
Importance of detail in map marking and navigation
You are allowed to deviate from your planned route within the following tolerances while
still being considered on that route:
Jeep Trails, Paved Roads, Unpaved Roads, Indistinct Paths, Narrow Rides and Paths - If
your marked route is on any of these features you are allowed 5 meters either side of the feature
and you are still considered as being "on your route".
All other features -- On all other types of non road/trail terrain you may travel 15 meters to




NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CA 93943
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
1. Authority: Naval Instruction
2. Purpose: Spatial Cognition information will be collected to enhance knowledge, or to develop
tests, procedures, and equipment to improve the development of Virtual Environments.
3. Use: Spatial Cognition information will be used for statistical analysis by the Departments of
the Navy and Defense, and other U.S. Government agencies, provided this use is compatible with
the purpose for which the information was collected. Use of the information may be granted to
legitimate non-government agencies or individuals by the Naval Postgraduate School in
accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act.
4. Disclosure/Confidentiality:
a. I have been assured that my privacy will be safeguarded. I will be assigned a control or
code number which thereafter will be the only identifying entry on any of the research records.
The Principal Investigator will maintain the cross-reference between name and control number. It
will be decoded only when beneficial to me or if some circumstances, which is not apparent at this
time, would make it clear that decoding would enhance the value of the research data. In all
cases, the provisions of the Privacy Act Statement will be honored.
b. I understand that a record of the information contained in this Consent Statement or
derived from the experiment described herein will be retained permanently at the Naval
Postgraduate School or by higher authority. I voluntarily agree to its disclosure to agencies or
individuals indicated in paragraph 3 and I have been informed that failure to agree to such
disclosure may negate the purpose for which the experiment was conducted.
c. I also understand that disclosure of the requested information, including my Social
Security Number, is voluntary.
Signature of Volunteer Print Name, Grade/Rank(if applicable) DOB SSN Date
Signature of Witness Date
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CA 93943
MINIMAL RISK CONSENT STATEMENT
Subj: VOLUNTARY CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT IN: Virtual
Environments and Navigation in Natural Environments
1
.
I have read, understand and been provided "Information for Participants" that provides the
details of the below acknowledgments.
2. I understand that this project involves research. An explanation of the purposes of the
research, a description of procedures to be used, identification of experimental procedures, and
the extended duration of my participation have been provided to me.
3. I understand that this project does not involve more than minimal risk. I have been informed
of any reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts to me.
4. I have been informed of any benefits to me or to others that may reasonably be expected
from the research.
5. I have signed a statement describing the extent to which confidentiality of records identifying
me will be maintained.
7. I have been informed of that since the risks are minimal any injury I suffer while participating
in the experiment will be at my own risk and that I accept full responsibility for my own medical
treatment.
8. I understand that my participation in this project is voluntary, refusal to participate will involve
no penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled. I also understand that I may
discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise
entitled.
9. I understand that the individual to contact should I need answers to pertinent questions
about the research is Rudy Darken, Ph.D., Principal Investigator, and about my rights as a
research subject or concerning a research related injury is the Modeling Virtual Environments and
Simulations Chairman. A full and responsive discussion of the elements of this project and my
consent has taken place.
Signature of Principal Investigator Date
Signature of Volunteer Date
Signature of Witness Date
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3. Use: Spatial Cognition information will be used for statistical analysis by the Departments of
the Navy and Defense, and other U.S. Government agencies, provided this use is compatible with
the purpose for which the information was collected. Use of the information may be granted to
legitimate non-government agencies or individuals by the Naval Postgraduate School in
accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act.
4. Disclosure/Confidentiality:
a. I have been assured that my privacy will be safeguarded. I will be assigned a control or
code number which thereafter will be the only identifying entry on any of the research records.
The Principal Investigator will maintain the cross-reference between name and control number. It
will be decoded only when beneficial to me or if some circumstances, which is not apparent at this
time, would make it clear that decoding would enhance the value of the research data. In all
cases, the provisions of the Privacy Act Statement will be honored.
b. I understand that a record of the information contained in this Consent Statement or
derived from the experiment described herein will be retained permanently at the Naval
Postgraduate School or by higher authority. I voluntarily agree to its disclosure to agencies or
individuals indicated in paragraph 3 and I have been informed that failure to agree to such
disclosure may negate the purpose for which the experiment was conducted.
c. I also understand that disclosure of the requested information, including my Social
Security Number, is voluntary.
Signature of Volunteer Print Name, Grade/Rank(if applicable) DOB SSN Date
Signature of Witness Date
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APPENDIX J.
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CA 93943
MINIMAL RISK CONSENT STATEMENT
Subj: VOLUNTARY CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT IN: Virtual
Environments and Navigation in Natural Environments
1. I have read, understand and been provided "Information for Participants" that provides the
details of the below acknowledgments.
2. I understand that this project involves research. An explanation of the purposes of the
research, a description of procedures to be used, identification of experimental procedures, and
the extended duration of my participation have been provided to me.
3. I understand that this project does not involve more than minimal risk. I have been informed
of any reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts to me.
4. I have been informed of any benefits to me or to others that may reasonably be expected
from the research.
5. I have signed a statement describing the extent to which confidentiality of records identifying
me will be maintained.
7. I have been informed of any compensation and/or medical treatments available if injury
occurs and is so, what they consist of, or where further information may be obtained.
8. I understand that my participation in this project is voluntary, refusal to participate will involve
no penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled. I also understand that I may
discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise
entitled.
9. I understand that the individual to contact should I need answers to pertinent questions
about the research is Rudy Darken, Ph.D., Principal Investigator, and about my rights as a
research subject or concerning a research related injury is the Modeling Virtual Environments and
Simulations Chairman. A full and responsive discussion of the elements of this project and my
consent has taken place.
Medical Monitor: Flight Surgeon, Naval Postgraduate School
Signature of Principal Investigator Date
Signature of Volunteer Date





1. Have you ever been on this part of Ft. Ord Before? If so how familiar were you with the
course area prior to running it?
a. Not very familiar - passed through area two of fewer times.
b. Familiar - have hiked or biked though are more than twice and am somewhat confident about
my knowledge of the trail network
c. Very familiar - come through here often and could navigate to a prominent feature such as a
building, road junction, or hilltop without a map.
2. Have you been out navigating on Ft. Ord before? If so do you think your previous
exposure to a different area of Ft. Ord helped you solve today's navigation problem. If it did
help then explain how it helped you, be specific.
3. If you have not been out on Ft. Ord before have you been on similarly vegetated terrain. If
so, do you believe that prior exposure helped you with today's navigation problem. If it did help
then explain how it helped you, be specific.
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4. What did you think of the map quality?
a. Excellent - accurate, easy to read, portrayed all significant features.
b. Good - some minor discrepancies that created a little confusion (please explain why in space
below).
c. Fair- Several significant flaws that lead me to make major mistakes in navigation (please
explain why in space below).
d. Poor - Numerous flaws that made accurate navigation a matter of luck (please explain why in
space below).
Questions asked in context of actual route
(Recorded)
SEE ORIENTEERING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES FOR
TAXONOMY OF ORIENTEETING ERRORS
1. If an unintentional error and caught
a. When did you recognize that you had deviated off your planned route?
b. Why did you plan your original route as you did?
c. Why did you revise your route the way you did?
d. Attribute the error to what factors?
2. If unintentional error and not caught but participant arrives at control
a. What made you think you were still on your planned route?
b. How do you think you arrived at the control when it was not planned by you?
c. Attribute the error to what factors?
3. If an intentional error - route revision
a. What caused you to revise your route?
b. Attribute the error to what factors?
c. If route revision is successful (leading to no more corrections)
1 . What do you attribute the successful route correction to?
d. If unsuccessful
1 . Why was this correction not successful?
4. Upon successful completion of a planned route to a control
a. Rank the aids (map, course preview, VE — whichever are relevant to the you) in order of
importance that helped you successfully complete this control
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b. How did each aid help?
c. What were the shortcomings of the aids you had for this control?





For VE participants only
1
.
Within the context of helping familiarize you with the environment prior to having to navigate in it
please comment on the below items as to whether is was helpful or not and why. (note this
form has been condensed for space saving inclusion as an appendix. The actual form
contained space in between each question for a reply)
a. The Spatial fidelity (perceived relative distance of one virtual feature to another compared
to the actual features on the course)
b. The navigation options:
1. Walking
2. Squatting to 1 meter height
3. Rising to 10 meters height
4. Rising to 30 meters height
5. Teleporting from location to location using the "Hole View"
c. The vegetation type portrayals.
d. Vegetation density portrayal.
e. Road/Trail network portrayal,
f Elevation portrayal.
g. Building portrayal
h. Ground surface portrayal.
i. Telephone wire poles
j. The "Hole" restriction.
k. The interface (mouse and monitor)
I. Other features - pits, depressions.
2. What improvements (in order of importance) would you make to the VE and why?
3. What aspects of the VE did you think did not support the task?
4. Did exposure to the VE give you greater confidence that the environment would be familiar to
you when you went out into it.? If so then explain how the VE created this confidence.
5. If the VE did not inspire confidence that you would be familiar with the actual world then explain
why it did not.
6. If it did inspire confidence, but later experience proved that confidence unfounded then explain




EQUIPMENT USED IN THE STUDY
The following list of equipment was used in the study
1. One Pentium (166) PC Workstation with Windows NT 4.0 with a 20" Sony Trinitron
Monitor
2. Jack Nicklaus Golf 4.0 Course Designer used for VE.
3. ArcView 3.0a GIS used for map production, DGPS plotting, and spatial analysis.
4. 15 master maps acetated for durability.
5. Transparencies for overlays.
6. Alcohol Pens for marking routes.
7. Newton MSG Pad 130 used for DGPS map survey work and route participant route
capture




12. Head mounted Hi8 camcorder for recording participants course run.




Equipment unique to VE group:
1
.
Overlay of "VE Lanes" for map. These lanes outline the extant of each VE lane. This
overlay provides a reference between the VE and the map that will be used by the
participant during the course. This overlay will only be used as a contextual reference
while the participant plans his route on the overlay that he will take out to the course with
him. The VE Lane overlay will NOT go out to the course with the participant.
2. Map, Natural Environment, and VE correlation. This is a set of six diagrams that have
photographs of the actual terrain with its VE correlation. Photographs do not always
depict the area portrayed in the VE. Ideally the VE would have photographic fidelity. Due
to bandwidth constraints this is not possible so the diagrams are meant to prevent
negative training transfer by creating images in the participant's mind that are at great
variance to the actual terrain.





The following maps portray the routes that participants took during the test phase, and in
the Real World Condition, the route they took during the training phase (trial). The routes that the
participant drew onto the map during their training phase has not been included on these maps
because map scale and the limitations of black and white reproduction would have made for a
cluttered and less readable reproduction. I am planning to provide the interested reader with the
color versions of these maps which will include the planned route on an NPS web site. If
interested in the link for downloading these maps (a high speed connection is recommended as
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Your thoughts are important to this research. As you navigate the course you should be
"thinking out loud".
As you move through the environment and experience it directly express what you are
thinking. The mental preconception you had of this environment before you stepped into
it will now be evaluated by you as you experience the course directly. As this image is
confronted with direct experience your expectations and plan may be confirmed, modified,
or refuted. Be sure to talk out loud these thoughts.
The process of talking out loud and paying close attention to your route will slow you
down. This is expected. You are under no time constraint to finish the course.






Admin. TASK LIST (All)
1. Welcome
2. Equipment you will need
3. Consent form
4. Administer questionnaire
5. Give procedure (Group Dependent)
Procedure Control Group
1. Issue
a. Participant Task List
b. Map Marking Information
1. Give map to participant for study away from site, plan route allow 1 hour take map back when
finished with planning
2. Movement from NPS out to course area
3. Administration of blindfold prior to entrance into course area.
4. Arrival at start point, removal of blindfold
5. Issue and fit Pack
6. Issuance of Course Procedure (see course procedure all)
7. Ask Survey Knowledge question (you are at control 3, shoot azimuths to controls Finish, Six,
and Eight)




12. Return to NPS
13. Debrief (General only)
Procedure Real World
1. Movement from NPS out to course area
2. Administration of blindfold prior to entrance into course area.
3. Arrival at start point, removal of blindfold
4. Issue and fit Pack
5. Issuance of Course Preview Procedure
a. Participant Task List
b. Map Marking Information
6. Issue map, pen, eraser (put on ground with map turned over face down on clipboard)
7. Any questions
8. Start participant on preview
9. Preview Course (1 hour max.)
10. Return to start point
11. Collect up materials
12. Issuance of Course Procedure (see course procedure all)
13. Ask Survey Knowledge question (you are at control 3, shoot azimuths to controls Finish, Six,
and Eight)







18. Return to NPS
19. Debrief (General Debrief Only)
Procedure Virtual Environment Group
1. Give participant briefing form on what they will do in this group
2. Acquaint participant with interface on practice course
3. Any questions
4. Issue map, Correlation pictures, overlay, pen, eraser (put on table with map turned over face
down on clipboard)
5. Any questions
6. Start participant on Virtual Preview (1 hour allowed for route planning)
7. Collect up materials
8. Movement from NPS out to course area
9. Administration of blindfold prior to entrance into course area.
10. Arrival at start point, removal of blindfold
11. Issue and fit Pack
12. Issuance of Course Procedure (see course procedure all)
13. Ask Survey Knowledge question (you are at control 3, shoot azimuths to controls Finish, Six,
and Eight)




18. Return to NPS








Participant* Study Group Ability Test Date Test Time Confirmed? Age Sex Self Assessed Ability Debrief 1
4 Control Advanced 35574 0.458333333 Yes 42, Male Advanced
5 PW Advanced | 35575 0.458333333 Yes 34 j Male Advanced
10 VE Advanced | 35581 0.583333333 Yes | 54 | Male Advanced o
8 Control Beginner 30-May 14:00 Yes 31 Male Beginner 1
1 PW Beginner 22-May 9:00 Yes 54 Male Beginner
6 VE Beginner 29-May 15:00 Yes 29 Male Beginner
3 Control Intermediate 23-May 9:00 Yes 68 Male - Intermediate :••.
12 Control intermediate 14-Jun 8:00 Yes 32 Male Intermediate 1
13 Control Intermediate 14-Jun 14:00 Yes 34 Male intermediate 1
2 PW Intermediate 22-May 13:30 Yes 28 Male Intermediate
11 PW Intermediate 13-Jun 14:00 Yes 37 Male Intermediate 1
15 PW Intermediate 15-Jun 14:00 Yes 38 Male Intermediate
7 VE Intermediate 30-May 9:00 Yes 30 Male Intermediate 2
9 VE Intermediate 31 -May 9:00 Yes 33 Male Advanced 1










Debrief 2 Debrief 3 Debrief 4 Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2 Questionnaire 3 Questionnaire 4 Questionnaire 5
N/A 1 , „ • 2 • . . - 2 ,r 2 N/A
1 2 2 1 2 Yes




N/A 2:,- i i N/A: :
N/A 2 N/A-
N/A 1 N/A -
N/A 2 1 N/A
N/A 2 N/A
N/A 2 N/A
N/A 2 1 N/A
N/A 1 2 2 N/A
N/A 2 2 2 N/A
.
No = No = Poor = a = a = Beginner = No =
Yes=1 Yes=1 Good = 1 b = 1 b=1 Intermediate = 1 Yes = 1




Survey 3 to Finish Error 3 to Finish Survey 3 to 8 Error 3 to 8 Survey 3 to 6 Error 3 to 6 C1 Planned Route C1 Attempted C1 Found
150 24 270 80 180 44 .. 1
125 1 216 26 163 61 1 1 1
110 16 250 60 150 74 o 1 I 1
. 130 4 240 50 n 180 w-44---:
150 24 170 20 180 44 2
120 6 270 80 210 14
100 26 190 170 54
120 6 270 80 240 16 2
270 144 60 130 280 56
80 46 130 60 95 129
155 29 205 15 230 6
110 16 205 15 142 82
150 24 230 40 170 54
130 4 250 60 170 54
120 6 230 40 160 64
19.8 46 40.4 0.6, 1 1
21.2 42 57 0.4 1.0
34.2 63.2 61.8 0.2 1
126 190 224 Beginner = No = No =








C1 Intentional Errors C1 Unintentional Errors C1 Distance off route C1 Map Checks C1 Map w/ Compass Checks CI Total Checks
-....O'.v ;.}-^.„^,^.Q,~*:,,* :.. o
o o o o o o
1 1040 1 • 1
1 278
1 92 1 o • 1
1 204 1 2 3
- ;
1 655 1 1
1 734
0.4 267 0.6 0.4 1.0
0.6 278 0.2 0.0 0.2




C2 Planned Route C2 Attempted C2 Found C2 Intentional Errors C2 Unintentional Errors C2 Distance off route C2 Map Checks110
| 1
I
1 | | | | 1
1 13
2 1 2145 8
1 34 1





0.8 1.0 U, 0.6 101 IS0.6**
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 184 1.2
1.0 1 0.8 0.4 444 1.6
Beginner = No = No =





















0.2 0.8 1.6 1 : 1.0 0.0
0.0 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 1.6 2.0 0.8 0.8 0.0
Beginner = No = No =






C3 Unintentional Errors C3 Distance off route C3 Map Checks C3 Map w/ Compass Checks C3 Total Checks C4 Planned Route
<>__ . ; o 2
1
1 136 1 1 2
1 194
1 152 1 1 2
1 1 2
.






0.4 49 0.0 0.0 0.80
0.4 31 0.6 0.6 1.00







C4 Attempted C4 Found C4 Intentional Errors C4 Unintentional Errors C4 Distance off route C4 Map Checks





| 1 | 58 |
' 1 882 ; -
328 3









1 0.8 0.2 0.8 ^mosom 2,4
1.0 1 0.6 252 1.2
0.8 0.8 0.8 256 1.2
No = No =




C4 Map w/ Compass Checks C4 Total Checks C5 Planned Route C5 Attempted C5 Found C5 Intentional Errors
1
1 1 110
1 I 1 I 1 I o
.
5 8 1









4.6 7 0.2 0.8 0.8 i
1.2 0.6 1.0 1
1 2.2 0.8 0.8 0.8
Beginner = No = No =





C5 Unintentional Errors C5 Distance off route C5 Map Checks C5 Map w/ Compass Checks C5 total Checks C6 Planned Route
£-0 :: ,0 ; , o - *~ . o - •
1 260 1 o 1
*
1 128 1 1 2
1 3 64-: 1 1 ....2
1 1
1 265 1 1 2
2
2
0.4 65.8 0.4 0.6 1
0.2 52 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
















1 1 »:361ii i-yi





1 1 25 2
1
1 1 110 1
0.8 0.8 0.4 60 0.6
1.0 0.8 0.8 358 2.2
0.8 0.8 0.4 72 0.5
No = No =




C6 Map w/ Compass Checks C6 Total Checks C7 Planned Route C7 Attempted C7 Found C7 Intentional Errors1110
I
1 I 1 1 | 1 |












0.6 1 0.8 • 0.6 - .
2.2 1.2 0.8 0.8
0.8 1.6 0.8 0.8
Beginner = No = No =





C7 Unintentional Errors C7 Distance off route C7 Map Checks C7 Map w/ Compass Checks C7 Total Checks C8 Planned Route
0; 1 1
2 o 2 o
:-..
1 377 1 1 2 2
1 664 1 1 2 1
1 388 1
1 450 1 1 .' 25-; 1
1 486 1 1 2





0.6 265 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.4
0.2 132.8 0.8 0.2 1.0 0.8







C8 Attempted C8 Found C8 Intentional Errors C8 Unintentional Errors C8 Distance off route C8 Map Checks
1 1 .0 ,, i^JLSi ri .O
1 1




1 356 ' 1
1 1 748 ,. 1




0.6 0.4 0.6 297.2 0.6
0.8 0.8 0.6 177 0.6
0.8 0.8 0.4 68 0.2
No = No =




C8 Map w/ Compass Checks C8 Total Checks C9 Planned Route C9 Attempted C9 Found C9 Intentional Errors
. 2
2 110













0.6 1.2 0.8 0.4 04
0.2 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6
0.2 0.4 1.8 0.8 0.8
Beginner = No = No =





C9 Unintentional Errors C9 Distance off route C9 Map Checks C9 Map w/ Compass Checks C9 Total Checks Avg Planned Route
1 234,
1 420 1 1 0.9
1 469 2 2 0.9
* 0.1
1 310 2 2 1.7
1 572 2 2 0.7
1 614 I " 2 * 2 0.6
1 330 2 2 1.3
1 609 2 2 0.4
1 826 7 7 1.3
1 282 1.1
1 550 0.9
1 105 2 2 0.8
0.2
1 118 0.9
0.8 357.4 - 1.2 ,-1 • 0.7
0.8 253 1.2 1.5 0.7





Controls Attempted Controls Found % Controls Found Active Errors Default Errors Total Errors Active Distance off Route
9. 9 100% 1 1 234 .
9 9 100% 2 2 480
9 9 100% 5 o 5 1127
9 9 100% 4 4 2129
2 1 11% 2 7 9 2800
6 5 55% 2 3 5 1364
7 6 66% - 6 - 2 8 1397
8 7 77% 5 1 • 6 2483
4 3 33% 3 5 8 2037
9 9 100% 7 7 1688
9 9 100% 1 1 282
9 9 100% 2 2 1318
9 8 89% 5 1 6 1642
9 9 100% 4 4 1491
9 9 100% 3 3 962
7.4 6.8 75% 3.8 1.6 5.4 SH656«
8.4 8 89% 3.8 0.8 4.6 1317.2









0- 2129 100% 1
1426 4226 66% 8
1896 3260 42% 9
1358 2755 W, msmm rmoft
757 3240 ; 77% ..,5 ...




105 1747 94% 12
1491 100% 7
962 100% 1
851.2 2507 rmmm 5
400.2 1717 87% 7




Default Map Checks Total Map Checks Active Map w/Compass Checks Default Map w/Compass Checks
1 V O.-^'iV;
2




3 13 " 1 1
3 8 10 1

















2 2 100% 100%
8 8 100% 100%
o 1 o 1 100% 100%;.
8 8 20 28 29% 11%
2 9 6 15 60% 55%
2 11 4 •'15 r- 73% : 66% i
11 15 4 19 -79% :-. 77%
21 24 9 33 ••;• 73% I 33%
8 8 100% 100%
100% 100%
3 3 100% 100%
12 12 100% 89%
7 7 100% 100%
1 1 100% 100%
6.8 10.4 3.4 tmz&m. m&smm vmsMm
0.4 7.4 1.2 8.6 92% 89%
































This is where the navigator orients himself by highly salient visual landmarks. In the case
of the natural environment this may be a prominent hill top, road junction, or small lake. This type
of knowledge is characterized by having a direct visual image of the feature. The existence of
landmarks is key in the early formation of navigational knowledge upon which subsequent
learning will create route and survey knowledge (Thorndyke, 1980).
Route Knowledge
The ability to navigate from one spot to another utilizing landmarks or other visual
features to prompt the navigator to turn left, turn right, or proceed in a new direction. The ability to
recall these features allows you to give directions to another person from a point located along the
known route. Not being able to recall the features only gives you the ability to recognize them on
site but not give directions to others. Route knowledge is knowledge from an ego-centered frame
of reference usually gained by personal exploration of the area. It does not recognize alternate
routes or short-cuts. Knowledge of the relationships among features along the route is
unidirectional where the knowledge may be known of how to go from point A to B, but not from
point B to A (Allen and Kirasic, 1985).
Survey Knowledge
Sufficient navigational experience eventually provides what Thorndyke refers to as survey
knowledge. The knowledge resides internally as a "cognitive map". The ability to describe the
relative locations of landmarks, and the distances among them even though a route among them
has never been traveled is an example of survey knowledge. Survey knowledge, unlike route
knowledge, is based on an exocentric point of view, much like a birds eye point of view for the
navigator restricted to foot travel. It is tantamount to having a mental representation of a physical
map (Goldin & Thorndyke, 1982). Survey knowledge built through personal experience of the
actual environment is referred to as "primary" experience (Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984). Survey
knowledge acquired through some other means such as map, picture, or VE is known as
"secondary" experience (Goldin & Thorndyke, 1982) (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). Presson
& Hazelrigg (1984) and Scholl (1993) have shown that survey knowledge obtained in this fashion
is inferior to primary survey knowledge. The inferiority has been shown to arise with the location
and orientation of landmarks. If a person has both route knowledge and primary survey
knowledge they have complete navigational awareness (Satalich, 1995).
Orienteering
A sport that utilizes a specialized map and simple compass. Orienteering competitions
(events) are varied in type, but they all involve the use of map and compass to find 12" x 12" three
sided markers called controls. The controls are normally half white, half international orange,
separated along the diagonal of the 12" x 12" square, on each of the three sides. Thus the control
is designed for equal visibility no matter what direction it is approached from (presuming there are
no intervening obstacles). Orienteering events are usually held in natural environments as
opposed to urban settings where several course are offered reflecting different levels of difficulty.
Difficulty is determined by a two fold metric that examines course length and the technical
difficulty of the controls placed therein. Courses levels are identified by color names where white
is for a beginner course of about 3km in total straight line distance connecting all the controls
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(there are anywhere from 7 to 15 controls per course depending on course level and the course
setter's discretion). Controls are normally found in a prescribed sequence, indicated by the map,
and skipping or missing a control results in participant disqualification (all controls must be found
in sequence in order for the participant's run to qualify for ranking.
All starts for the different courses are typically from the same point with the courses
diverging from there. Control features are contained within a circle normally 30 to 50 meters in
diameter with the feature itself being located at or near the center of the circle and a description of
the feature provided on the attached clue sheet (see clue sheet below). Lines connect the
controls so that the participant can see the sequence that the controls must be visited from start to
finish. Participants prove that they have visited a control by "punching" a score card with a pattern
producing punch (about the size and shape of a pocket stapler) which is unique to that control.
Unlike most other outdoor distance events route selection is left up to the participant.
Route selection is extremely important in the sport and allows for more mature and experienced
participants to outperform younger more athletic ones.
Orienteering Map
A highly detailed map normally produced at a 1:15,000 scale for official competitions with
larger scales of 1 :1 0,000 or 1 :7,500 used sometimes for unofficial events.
Vegetation is portrayed in a much more detailed way than what is normally done for either
military topographic maps, USGS topographic maps, or trail maps. Vegetation is categorized by
its ability to be run through, which reflects the sport's characteristic of racing against the clock
over unfamiliar terrain with map and compass to guide you to the controls marked on your map.
Typically vegetation is classified as easy running (no obstructions) to fight (obstructing vegetation
so thick it is best avoided). It should be noted here that the ability to move rapidly through
vegetation does not necessarily correlate with an ability to see easily through that same
vegetation. Thus low lying scrub that provides excellent visibility over its top may nonetheless by
classified as fight due to an impenetrable density.
Orienteering maps also normally contain "micro" features normally too small to be
included in military or USGS maps. These micro features include but are not limited to small pits
1 meter deep and 1 meter in diameter, isolated boulder(s), individual trees or bushes when
mapping them does not make clutter and contributes to the course setters options by providing
more features, minor cliffs, embankments, telephone poles and wire, indistinct paths, and many
other manmade and natural features.
By containing more features the Orienteering map provides the course setter and
competitor with a finer more detailed representation of an environment and in turn greater
opportunities for testing navigation skills while under the clock. Standardized colors, patterns,
markers, and lines are used to depict the various features. For more information on Orienteering
maps see the International Orienteering Federation's (IOF) Specifications for Orienteering Maps in
Appendix 1 .
Clue Sheet
A description sheet attached to each map that has the details on the location of each
control. Beginner's descriptions are written in English. On intermediate and advanced courses,
IOF symbols are used, (see Figure 1 for clue sheet with descriptions used in this experiment).
Rough Map Reading
A technique for map simplification where all but large or conspicuous guiding features are
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eliminated from the participant's route planning consideration in order to only include those
features that will help guide the participant into the vicinity of the control. This method is
commonly used exclusively by beginners and selectively by intermediate and advanced orienteer
(Lowry and Sidney, 1989).
Precision Map Reading
A concentration on the fine detail of a map as an orienteer approaches the vicinity of a
control. This method is normally used by intermediate and advanced orienteers as they move
down the last quarter of a route and approach the vicinity of the control on a map with many
details vicinity of the control (Lowry and Sidney, 1989).
Attack Point
A distinct easily found feature usually within 200 meters of the control. The point serves
to break up the route in segments thereby minimizing the probability of drift off the route. Typical
attack points are trail junctions, field corners, trail bends, hills, and re-entrants ( also known as a
draw where the land rises on three sides and drops on one creating a natural funnel that leads up
hill to a ridge or hill top.
Handrail
A linear feature such as a road, trail, stream, or ridge that allows the orienteer to follow it
as a guide which is parallel or congruent with the desired or most direct route.
Catching Feature
A prominent feature included in a route plan so that when encountered it triggers a
change in direction.
Attacking From Above
A method for finding a control which advocates when possible approaching a control from
above and walking downhill towards it thereby gaining the widest field of vision, and being fresher
(of clearer mind) by eliminating a fatiguing uphill climb while simultaneously scanning for the
control.
Aiming Off
A method where the orienteer deliberately plots a route to one side or the other of the
direct route. It exploits the existence of handrails to one side or the other when used along the
route. It is also used to extend the control by aiming off to a distinct linear feature that will lead
you directly into the control. It also can be used for going behind the control into a large catching
feature which when found tells you to turn one direction or the other and go into the control (Lowry
and Sidney 1989).
Parallel Error
The confusion of one part of the map or terrain with another similar section.
Default Error
A penalty applied against those who due to running out of time, did not get to look for a
given control(s) . Within the context of this experiment, a failure on a participant's part to begin
looking for a control because of the expiration of allotted time while searching (unsuccessfully) for
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the preceding control. An example would be where a participant finds controls 1 - 4, and while
searching for control 5, the allotted hour expires. In this example this participant would be given
four default errors (one for each of the four remaining controls in the nine control course that the
participant failed to even begin searching for. This is a penalty applied to participants who do not
finish the course so that better statistical comparisons can be made between them and those who
do finish the course.
Default Distance Off Route
A penalty applied against those who due to running out of time, did not get to look for a
given control(s) . It is calculated by summing all planned route distances (in meters) on all
controls where a Default Error occurred, and the most probable (an inference on the likely route a
participant would take to get from their current location to back onto their planned route - if they
are not already on it) route into the control they were looking for when official time expired. This is
a penalty applied to participants who do not finish the course so that better statistical comparisons
can be made between them and those who do finish the course.
Default Checks
A penalty applied against those who due to running out of time, did not get to looking for a
given control . It is calculated by taking the treatment group with the highest average for map
checks on a given control and if it is not a whole number, rounding that number up, and assigning
that number to that participant's map checks for that control. . This is a penalty applied to
participants who do not finish the course so that better statistical comparisons can be made
between them and those who do finish the course.
Default Map with Compass Checks
Identical to the Default Checks above except this penalty is for the Map with Compass
Checks category as opposed to the map only checks (Default Checks). This is a penalty applied
to participants who do not finish the course so that better statistical comparisons can be made
between them and those who do finish the course.
Active Errors
The sum of actual observed deviations from planned route over a participants course run.
Every instance is where the participant left the tolerances of his marked route. See Active
Distance Off Route below for tolerances.
Active Map Checks
An actual observed participant's map only check. Each instance represents a 30 second
period where the participant was given the map to orient themselves.
Active Map with Compass Checks
An actual observed participant's map and compass check. Each instance represents a
30 second period where the participant was given the map and compass to orient themselves.
Active Distance Off Route
The sum of all deviations (in meters) of where the participant went off their marked route
while looking for the controls. This figure is only for those controls that a participant found, and in
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the case of not finishing the course, the actual distance off route while looking for that control
when time expired. The tolerances for what is considered "on route" are:
1
.
If the route is marked on road or trail then on route is not straying beyond five meters
to left or right of that trail.
2. If the marked route is not on road or trail then staying within 1 5 meters to the left or
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